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1. INTRODUCTION
This Event Hosting Manual is intended for National Federation, or bodies other than NFs appointed as Local
Organizing Committees by WBSC Baseball Division (“WBSC BD”), in charge of organizing an WBSC BD Event. The
Package outlines the basic requirements for the organization of such an Event and represents the key organizational
processes to stage a successful WBSC BD Event.
The WBSC BD Event organizers are obliged to respect the general provisions of the WBSC BD Statutes, the WBSC
BD Rules and Regulations, the specific norms for each competition and this Event package.

1.1 WBSC BD Events
1.1.1 Governing Body
The WBSC BD Executive Committee has the exclusive right and authority to decide on the organizer of WBSC BD
Events.
1.1.2 Candidate
Any National Federation affiliated to WBSC BD with full rights can bid for the organization of an WBSC BD Event.
With the approval of the WBSC BD Executive Committee, WBSC BD could also decide to organize the Event in more
than one country. Should any City, Government, or Event Management Organization be interested to host an WBSC
BD Event, then such entity shall contact a National Federation in respective countries, as they are the lone entity that
can officially bid for any WBSC BD Event. If any entity other than NFs is willing to bid for an WBSC BD Event, a letter
of support from the NF shall be obtained.
See Appendix 2 for the bidding procedure and form.
Once the organization has been assigned, no change to these terms of engagement shall be tolerated for any
reason. Should these terms be violated, WBSC BD shall have the right to revoke the assignment of the organization
while fully reserving the right to impose disciplinary and/or financial sanctions on the organizers and to assign the
competition to another organizer who shall undertake to respect these terms of engagement.

1.2 Duties of WBSC BD
WBSC BD has the obligation to do all in its power to ensure that a competition organized under its auspices shall be
successfully organized and that WBSC BD is represented by competent persons who maintain absolute impartiality.
WBSC BD is to direct and supervise the entire Event operation in an attempt to hold a successful competition and
shall cooperate with Local Organizing Committee in this endeavor but may demand the organizer the reimbursement
of certain expenses incurred due to its actions.

1.3 Communication
The LOC and WBSC BD shall jointly ensure the most efficient communication, as this element is essential for the
success of the organization of the Event.
1.3.1 LOC Responsibilities
In particular, the organizer shall ensure that:
-

-

WBSC BD shall be provided with a precise LOC Organizational structure, where positions of all key
managers and responsible persons are defined and listed;
WBSC BD shall be provided with a Master Plan, produced in accordance with this Event Package;
once the Master Plan has been approved, deadlines from this Plan shall become obligatory for the LOC;
WBSC BD shall receive an Event Status Report before each of WBSC BD’s official visits;
each LOC key staff member should have a mobile telephone and an email address. The contact list with
this data shall be communicated to WBSC BD together with the application and any time such information is
updated;
the LOC office shall be set up accordingly with the timing indicated in the Month Activity Plan (Appendix 3)
and run efficiently, addressing each request/question from WBSC BD in a fast and efficient manner.
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1.3.2 WBSC BD Responsibilities
Similarly, WBSC BD shall ensure that:
-

after the first WBSC BD site visit the report shall be prepared with the requests that the LOC should
accomplish until the Event starts;
WBSC BD staff members are available for any help regarding the LOC Organizational structure and the
Master Plan preparation;
WBSC BD staff members are available for any support in the preparation and organization of the Event;
all organizer requests/questions are addressed rapidly.

1.4 Insurance
1.4.1 WBSC BD Responsibilities
WBSC BD shall insure the following persons against accidents, which may occur during their travel to and from the
venue of the competition:
-

the Umpires and Scorers (appointed by WBSC BD);
the Technical Commissioners, Chief of Umpires, Chief of Scorers, Technical Director and Jury of Appeal
(appointed by WBSC BD);
the WBSC BD staff and the official WBSC BD representatives present at the competition.

1.4.2 LOC Responsibilities
LOC shall guarantee to cover all risks of the Event, including medical, contingencies and accident insurance, etc., for
all Event related personnel. The WBSC BD must receive 2 months prior to the Event an authentic copy of the
insurance policy/policies taken out in this respect.
The insurance coverage includes legal liability for injury to participants with a limit of liability of $2,500,000 USD.
LOC shall also provide Comprehensive General Liability Insurance, before which will pay those sums that the insured
(LOC and WBSC BD) becomes legally obligated to pay as compensatory damages due to bodily injury and or
damage to property of others such as spectators, bystanders, property owners and others resulting from the Event
connected operations or actions.
It is strongly suggested that LOC consult a qualified lawyer in the host country to secure appropriate insurance based
on the above guidelines. WBSC BD Legal Commission shall be consulted through WBSC BD office for final approval
and LOC may be requested to amend the policies if deemed necessary.
1.4.3 Participating National Federations Duties
The National Federations whose teams participate in an WBSC BD Event must insure their teams against:
-

accidents which may occur during the travel to and from the country of the competition.
accidents which may occur to members of their team during the competition and for which the LOC is not
responsible.

1.5 Post Event report
Once the Event is concluded, the organizer shall prepare an extensive report (including financial statements) on the
organization of the competition that shall be submitted to WBSC BD within 45 days after the conclusion of the Event.

1.6 Government’s or NOC’s support
It is suggested that together with its candidature, a National Federation wishing to organize an WBSC BD Event
submit a declaration from National Olympic Committee (NOC) or other authorities of its country stating the following:
- it welcomes the Event to the country or the city;
- it provides support from an organizational point of view for the success of the Event, in line with WBSC BD
requirements.
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Their statement should be covering:
-

-

entry visas for all teams’ delegations’ members, WBSC BD officials, media representatives, WBSC BD
Commercial and Broadcast Partners, WBSC BD guests and other participants;
temporary work permits for the players, Team Delegation members, WBSC BD officials, media
representatives, WBSC BD Commercial and Broadcast Partners, and others, if required;
temporary free import permits for all material and equipment necessary for the Event organization
belonging to the teams, WBSC BD, media representatives, WBSC BD Commercial and Broadcast
Partners, WBSC BD IT partners, entertainment and security personnel, and others travelling to the host
country in conjunction with the Event;
safety and security for Team Delegation members, WBSC BD officials, media representatives, WBSC BD
Commercial and Broadcast Partners, WBSC BD guests, other accredited persons and spectators, during
the whole Event.

See more details at 14.2
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2. FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS AND LOC REVENUE SOURCE
This section provides an overview of expenses and revenues sources in order for the LOC to plan and prepare the
budget for the Event. Template for budget, suggested for use can be found at Appendix 5.

2.1 General Organising Expenses
Baseball venue(s) setting and maintenance, hospitality, local personnel, ticket sales, local promotional and marketing
campaign, venues branding, Event advertising signage, information technology, infrastructure, IT and credentials
printing, opening and closing ceremonies and, when required, host broadcast service.

2.2 Staying Expenses
In principle, LOC shall be responsible for the staying expenses of all official tournament officials, official team
delegations and WBSC BD representatives. The following is a list of participants whose accommodation shall be
covered by LOC.
Pre-Tournament Accommodation:
two WBSC BD delegates for a minimum of 2 nights to 4 nights for each Pre-Tournament inspection
according to the number and the distance between the facilities and structures to be visited, for a minimum
number of 2 inspections.
During the Event:
from 4 days prior to the beginning of the first game of the competition and until 48 hours after the end of the last game
of the competition for:
two staff members of the WBSC BD office and Executive Director;
from 48 hours prior to the beginning of the first game of the competition and until 48 hours after the end of the last
game of the competition for:
WBSC BD President;
Umpire Director (and Assistant Director if assigned);
Scorer Director;
Technical Director (Chairman of Competition Technical Commission);
from 48 hours prior to the beginning of the first game of the competition and until 24 hours after the end of the last
game of the competition for:
-

Participating teams;
Three members of Jury of Appeal;
WBSC BD Technical Commissioners;
WBSC BD Umpires, Scorers, Medical officers;
up to 2 WBSC BD Media partners for TV and website;
up to 3 WBSC BD representatives.

Note: number of WBSC BD Officials needed for each tournament shall be established based on a tournament format
and number of venues; WBSC BD Staff/representatives needed for each tournament shall be increased based on a
tournament format and number of venues.

2.3 Travel Expenses
International travel expenses for the following shall be covered by LOC. If some of them come from the host country,
then the local travel expenses (train, flight, car, etc.) shall also be covered by LOC.
Business class for:
-

WBSC BD President;
WBSC BD Executive Director.
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Economy class for:
-

WBSC BD Staff/representatives;
Umpire Director (and Assistant Director if assigned);
Scorer Director;
Technical Director;
Technical Commissioners;
Umpires;
Scorers;
Medical Officers;
Jury of Appeal;
Media personnel for TV/Website.

The LOC shall also cover the transportation costs within the organizing country for all persons listed above and for
VIPs/WBSC BD guests and Media Partners personnel, if present. The LOC shall also cover the travel cost for WBSC
BD delegates to conduct inspections on fields, accommodation and other facilities prior to the Event, as established
in chapter 2.2.

2.4 Mobile Phones
The LOC shall, at the LOC’s cost, provide local mobile phones from their arrival to their departure as follows:
-

WBSC BD President;
WBSC BD Executive Director;
WBSC BD staff/representatives (1 each);
Umpire Director;
Assistant Umpire Director (if assigned);
Technical Director;
Scorer Director;
Jury of Appeal (1);
one for each field to be at game TC disposal;
one for each field to be at Scorer workstation disposal.

2.5 Fees and Allowances
Per-diems for all tournament officials shall be covered by the LOC and the following is the amount to be
compensated.
$75USD for Umpire Director, Scorer Director and Technical Director;
$50USD for other tournament officials (Umpires, Technical Commissioners, Scorers, Jury of Appeal,
Medical/AD officers).
Amount shall be calculated from the day of arrival until departure; off-duty and rest days are included in the
total amount of days.

2.6 LOC Revenues
The LOC shall keep all income derived from:
Government, Municipal and NOC subsidies;
ticket sales;
Event/local sponsorship revenues as agreed with WBSC BD;
value-in-kind related to cost items as agreed with WBSC BD;
local TV rights, if released from WBSC BD, as specified under dedicated agreement.

2.7 LOC Budget
-

It is highly recommended that the LOC keeps track of all finances for the Event. Refer to Appendix 5, LOC
Budget template.
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2.8 Event Organization Rights Fees
-

The Event Organizing Rights Fees for the WBSC BD U-15 Baseball World Cup is minimum US$ 100’000.
National Federation wishing to host the Event may certainly propose the WBSC BD an amount exceeding
this. A competitive offer will be viewed favorably as one of the key areas for evaluation as well as other
technical arrangements.

-

LOC shall be responsible to produce detailed financial reports on any Event related sales and revenues
from any product sold and the 5% of the total revenues shall be shared with WBSC BD.
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3. RECOMMENDED ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
The LOC shall designate the key persons involved in the organization of the Event and shall submit a draft
organization chart to WBSC BD at the time of its bid. The level and extent of the organization required for a
competition shall depend on the nature and status of the competition.
The various LOC Managers should be professionals in their field and speak fluent English and/or Spanish.
The following is an example of the LOC’s organizational structure:

LOC
Chairperson
LOC
Executives
and Office
Venue/Compet
ition

Accreditation

Transport

Marketing and
sales

Volunteer and
Staff

Media and PR

Protocol

Accommodation
& Hospitality

Administration
(Finance/Legal)

IT

Ticketing

Note:
-

-

LOC Chairperson should be an NOC Executive or representative from City government. This will help
reinforce the relationships with those authorities.
Representative of NF should also be involved at the level of LOC Executive (if not the chairperson) to
ensure the various activities be coordinated with the Chairperson. The Executive Director and office of LOC
shall define the Event plans and execute according to this hosting manual. The Office must maintain the
close and regular contact with the WBSC BD office.
A number of areas need to be covered in the WBSC BD Event management. Same personnel may cover
multiple areas and departments, provided that the LOC establish various arrangements in accordance with
this document.

For WBSC BD Events the precise numbers of personnel could change but there would still be a requirement for the
principal positions. In principle, the Event organization period can be divided into two phases:
-

phase 1: from the moment of assigning the Event until 6 months before the Event;
phase 2: 6 months before the Event, until its closure.

Staff recommended for phase 1:
▪
Position
LOC Executive Director

Administration Director

Technical Operations Director

Assistant (6 months before)
Assistant (6 months before)
Administration

▪
Job Description
Strategic Planning
International Relations
Cooperation with Local Authorities
Marketing
Promotion
TV
Communications
Finances
Office Management
Competition
Venues
IT System
Health Care
Security
Accommodation/Meal & Transportation
Volunteers
1-2 Executives

Important notice: All venues, where the Event shall be organized, shall have approximately the same staff
requirements for the second phase.
Staff recommended for the phase 2:
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▪
Position
LOC Executive Director

Administration Director
Assistant
Financial Director
Press Officer
Assistant
Marketing and PR Director

Assistant
Assistant
Ticket Sales Director
Assistant
IT Director
Assistant
Technical Operations Director
Assistant
Assistant

▪
Job Description
Coordination
Cooperation with Local Authorities
Protocol – Governmental level
International Relations
Office Management
Protocol
Finances
Plan & Analysis
Communications
Press Operations, TV, Content
Marketing
Promotion
Branding
Print Materials
Side Events, Opening & Closing Ceremonies
In Stadium Activities
Ticket Sales
IT System
Accreditations
Coordination
Competition, Venues, Medical Assistance, Security,
Accommodation/Meal & Transportation, Volunteers

Note: same person could take multiple functions provided that each role can be fulfilled in an efficient manner.

3.1 LOC Staff Duties
3.1.1 Volunteer Support
It is a known fact that at many important Events, the volunteer support raises the quality of the organization.
Therefore, it is highly recommended to allocate volunteers regardless of the level of the organization. The volunteers
must be chosen and trained before the Event starts.
The volunteer support can assist in the following services:
-

-

-

-

Team Liaison Officer: people assisting the team and staying with them during the Event (1 per team). It is
required that the organizer distributes a contact list on which the mobile telephone numbers and email
addresses to be regularly checked along the day of all the team attachés are included;
VIPs Liaison Officer: people working to ensure that WBSC BD and local guests, sponsors, dignitaries, city
authorities will be served according to WBSC BD guidelines;
WBSC BD Office Coordinator: people assisting WBSC BD office with various requests. Those capable of
English, Spanish and local language and they may be requested to cooperate on translation work. At least
2 people in the Event or 1 at each venue;
Hotel Information Desk: people working at the information desk in the official hotels giving information about
the hotel, transport, etc.;
Ground crew, Ball Boys, Bat Boys, Bullpen catchers: people working on the field in order to provide
assistance for the players and umpires during the warming up and the games. They are responsible for
keeping the playing surface clean and dry. They should drag the field in the 5th inning of the game ;
Statistical Services: assist scorers in the production and distribution of game statistics and daily report;
Press Centre: people working in the press centre in order to help the accredited journalists and
photographers;
Accreditation Services: people working at the accreditation desk;
Transport Service: drivers and dispatchers providing transport for the accredited people;
Translators: people helping the teams for translations during the Event;

It is mandatory that the volunteers support starts at least upon arrival of the teams/officials/staff they are assigned to.
It is also strongly recommended to give the volunteers promotional materials of the organization after the Event, such
as T-shirts, uniforms, caps, equipment, etc. and a certificate.
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3.1.2 Additional professional staff to be used during the Event
Game Presentation and Statisticians:
-

Game Presentation Manager and an appropriate number of Scorers (according to Scorer Director requests,
based on number of venues and games per day per venue) for each game, presenting following features
sufficient number of staff per each group, so that the same people are not on duty for more than two games
per day;
specially trained for the duty;
have experience during high-level games;
each group has to have at least 3 people who speak fluent English and 1 person who speaks Spanish;
have experience with the equipment;
PA (Public Announcement) staff;
sufficient number of staff in order to rotate each game.

All Venue staff (security, technical, cleaning, etc...) shall be at the LOC’s disposal during the Event and shall provide
all necessary services, support and assistance.

3.2. WBSC BD Staff duties
Staff from the WBSC BD offices will be present at the Event and work with LOC and tournament officials to ensure the
tournament is operated according to the regulations and dedicated agreements with LOC.
In particular, the following areas will require the involvement of WBSC BD staff:
-

logistical arrangements (accommodation, transport and meals) together with LOC;
Protocol (Opening and Closing Ceremonies and VIP relations);
in-tournament official communication (assignements, fines, etc.);
official documentation collection (rosters, lineups, officials’ reports, scores, protests, appeals);
media relations together with LOC;
sponsorship operations together with LOC;
TV and radio broadcasting (when present);
accreditation together with LOC;
any schedule changes with Technical Director and LOC.

3.3. Tournament Officials
3.3.1. Technical Commissioners
The Technical Commissioners are expert in technical regulations of baseball and their principle responsibilities are to
enforce technical regulations for the competition. This includes ensuring the players’ eligibility, setting up practice
schedule with LOC, making sure the playing fields are up to WBSC BD standards and pre-game protocol is followed
according to WBSC BD regulations. The detailed role of Technical Commissioners is also described in the WBSC BD
Technical Organizational Norms.
3.3.2 Technical Director
The Technical Director is the Chairman of the Tournament Technical Commission and has the ability to take a
decision on matters that fall into the area of technical regulations. The Technical Director is also in charge of the
assignment of Technical Commissioners during the Event. The detailed responsibilities can be found on the WBSC
BD Technical Organizational Norms.
3.3.3. Umpire Director
The Umpire Director will have sole responsibility of umpire game assignments, subject to the approval of the
Technical Director. These assignments must be submitted at least 24 hours prior to next day’s game times if at all
possible. Umpires will be notified no less than 12 hours before game time (with the exception of the Finals Day) of
their assignments. No more than two days of assignments will be distributed at any time during the competition.
At the beginning of each Event, an Umpire Pre-Competition meeting will be conducted by the Umpire Director. The
Technical Director, a representative of the LOC, and other selected WBSC BD staff will be requested to attend this
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meeting. During the competition, a daily umpire meeting will be held as required. The Umpire Director will conduct
this meeting.
During the Event the Umpire Director will complete Umpire Evaluation forms. WBSC BD Umpire Director will be in
contact with Technical Commissioners to seek their input on the umpires working their games.
3.3.4. Scorer Director
The Scorer Director will coordinate various activities related to scoring the official games of the Event. This will
include the game assignment of scorers, production of Daily reports, overseeing the operation of online play by play
as well as proper methods of the official scorer of the game.
At the beginning of each Event, a Scorer Pre-Competition meeting will be conducted by the Scorer Director. The
Technical Director, a representative of the LOC, and other selected WBSC BD staff may attend this meeting upon
request. During the competition, a daily scorer meeting will be held as required. The Scorer Director will conduct this
meeting.

3.4 Workflow during the Event
It is extremely important that tournament officials, LOC and team attachés will stay in contact during the Event to
ensure that all aspects of the Event be properly coordinated. Mobile phones will be provided to key personnel and all
those with mobile phones shall be available to communicate with relevant colleagues at any time during the Event.
WBSC BD staff shall act as liaison to connect with different groups and individuals to ensure the communication line
be open between all the key personnel.
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4. PLANNING
Planning is one of the most important preconditions for the successful organization of any major Events. A
well-prepared Master Plan shall be the most important document for the planning of human resources, budget and
necessary activities during the preparations and the last phase of the Event organization. Also, working on this
document, should help in the prevention of making mistakes and incurring serious problems that may arise due to
lack of experience.
Whereas each LOC should prepare its own Plan, relating to the specific situation in its organizing country/city, WBSC
BD has developed a Master Plan model and Educational resources that is based on experiences from previous major
WBSC BD Events. This model should be used as a guide in creating the LOC plan for every particular competition.
The Master Plan should be developed for the Event approximately one year before the start of the competition. It
contains all of the necessary LOC activities during the Event preparation period, together with deadlines for their
execution. A Monthly Plan for the Event is more general and a Weekly Plan addresses more details and is more
precise in the explanation of the activity and in time frame determination.
Using the given guidelines, the LOC is obliged to prepare the Event Master Plan at the very beginning of its activity
and this document shall be vital for WBSC BD to recognize the LOC’s capability to organize the Event in accordance
with the WBSC BD requirements.
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5. COMPETITION
5.1 General principles
There shall be a fixed number of teams participating in the Event and the competition format is established in the
Appendix 3. In the Event of any change of participating teams, the WBSC BD will select an appropriate format from
the options in the Appendix 3. The WBSC BD Executive Committee shall confirm the exact dates of the Event at
latest 15 months prior to the Event. Competition dates may vary according to the final number of participating teams.
All games of the competition shall be played within the territory of the host country (countries) and, depending on the
competition, may be played at one central venue or a number of venues up to a maximum of 4.

5.2 Draw
The Official launch of the Event Draw shall be held in the host country. WBSC BD shall decide the exact date after
discussions with the LOC.
The organizer shall be responsible for the provision and payment of the general organizing expenses connected to
the organization of the draw and for the travel and staying expenses of 3 WBSC BD representatives.
The procedure of the draw shall be as per the WBSC BD regulations and WBSC BD shall define any other
requirements for the draw organization (room size, technical equipment, local transportation for participants, social
functions).

5.3 Competition schedule
After the draw and by a given deadline, the LOC shall propose its requests for the release of the games schedule to
WBSC BD Tournament Department according to a tournament format provided in the Appendix 3.
The following shall be considered while preparing the game schedule:
-

the same teams should not play each day at the same time (balanced allocation);
the teams playing the last game should not play the first game the following day;
a balanced number of home and away games for each team should be considered and if odd number of
games will be played, teams with higher seeds in continental qualifications should be given priority;
in principle, all teams should play at each venue and should be provided the opportunity to play in each time
slot of the competition.

5.4 Training schedule
The training schedule is to be prepared by LOC according to the approved game schedule and announced to all
participants. LOC shall consult WBSC BD if any assistance is needed. The following shall be considered while
preparing the training schedule:
-

before the competition starts, each team shall be able to practice at least once (for a period of at least 120
minutes) on the field(s) where the games shall be played under lights and during the daylight;
during the Event, the pre game practice allocation shall be equal for all teams;
all teams shall receive the same amount of practice time with the same conditions. However, the practice
time provided per team should not be less than one hour;
if a team arrives earlier than two days before the commencement of the Event, and would like to schedule
practice games, LOC shall coordinate various logistics as well as the game schedule. The associated costs
for meals and accommodation shall be the responsibilities of teams in question.

5.5 Technical meetings
The meetings between the officials (Technical Commissioners, Umpires, Scorers and WBSC BD staff) shall be held
on the day before the first game is scheduled to be played, in the hotel where the officials are staying. The meetings
shall last approximatively two hours.
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Upon the arrival of the officials in the venue (city) or, at the latest immediately after their check-in at the hotel, each
official must receive a written invitation to the meeting with the following information:
-

date, time and place of the meetings;
agenda of the meetings.

TCs, Umpires and Scorers shall meet separately before the Technical Meeting.
The LOC is responsible for providing the following:
-

4 meeting room with chairs for a minimum of 30 persons;
one podium with table and chairs for five persons;
Internet free of charge, microphones, a projector with a cable to connect with a laptop;
refreshments during the meeting (soft drinks, coffee/tea);

After the meetings above, the following individuals must be present at the meeting:
the LOC representative for the officials' affairs;
Technical Director;
Technical Commissioner(s);
Umpire Director;
Scorer Director;
WBSC BD Executive Director and staff.
The LOC is responsible for providing the following:
-

meeting room with chairs for a minimum of 30 persons;
one podium with table and chairs for five persons;
refreshments during the meeting (soft drinks, coffee/tea);
Internet free of charge, microphones, a projector with a cable to connect with a laptop;

The meeting shall be chaired by the Technical Director (or his representative) with the following agenda:
-

roll call of participants;
introduction and description of the duties of the individuals on the podium;
pre-game procedures;
transport of the officials;
accommodation of the officials;
catering for the officials;
accreditation of the officials;
distribution of the nominations;
distribution of the contact list;
result system;
uniforms of the WBSC BD Umpires;
social Events;
miscellaneous;

In case of multiple venues, the group of WBSC BD staff, Officials and LOC assigned to each venue shall held their
meetings separately.

5.6 Pre-Tournament Technical meeting
The Pre-Tournament Technical Meeting with the teams shall be held on the day before the first game is scheduled to
be played, in the Officials hotel (or competition venue if an adequate meeting room is available). The meeting shall be
held in the main city (venue) of the competition or, if needed because of the distance between the competition
venues, in more than one venue.
Upon the arrival of the teams in the venue (city) or, at the latest immediately after their check-in in the hotel, the head
of each delegation must receive the written invitation to the meeting with the following information:
-

date, time and place of the meeting;
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-

number and positions of persons from the team requested to participate at the meeting;
agenda of the meeting;
request to bring to the meeting the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

list of WBSC BD approved delegation members (players, coaches, delegation leader etc.) to be
compared with the Official Delegation uploaded to the WBSC BD Management System;
list of all players and coaches with the uniform numbers, to be compared with the Final Team
Roster (FTR) uploaded to the WBSC BD Management System;
passports (or alternative ID if sufficient according to hosting country law) of all players;
one WBSC BD pre-approved sample of the player's uniform and warm-up uniform;
country flag;
country national anthem (CD);
contact list (mobile phone and emails) to be used as official contact for the team will be
requested during the meeting;
official competition baseballs, credentials, line-up forms and WBSC BD helmet stickers will be
distributed during the meeting.

The LOC is responsible for providing the following:
-

meeting room equipped with tables and chairs for a minimum of 80 persons;
one podium with table and chairs for 8 persons;
two tables for WBSC BD staff use;
refreshments during the meeting (soft drinks, coffee/tea);
transport of the individuals mentioned below to and from the meeting;
WiFi connections free of charge;
microphones and projector with a cable to connect to a laptop.

The following individuals must be present at the meeting:
-

two representatives of each team (if possible the head of delegation and the team manager);
the highest WBSC BD representative in the city;
the highest LOC representative in the city;
WBSC BD Technical, Umpire and Scorer Directors;
WBSC BD Press Officer or his delegate;
additional staff of the LOC with relevant special responsibilities;
additional WBSC BD staff representatives with relevant special responsibilities.

The meeting shall be opened with a welcoming speech from the highest WBSC BD representative, followed by a
welcoming speech from the highest LOC representative.
The WBSC BD Technical Director (or his representative) shall then take over the meeting which shall be divided into
two parts. The agenda of the first part of the meeting shall be as follows:
-

roll call of the participating teams in alphabetical order;
introduction and description of the duties of the individuals at the podium;
formation of the Tournament Technical Commission of the given group;
formation of the Jury of Appeal of the given group;
general review of the schedule with check and designation of the colour of the uniforms of each team for all
games of the given group:
conduct of the games, competition rules, ground rules;
speed up rules, protest, appeal, sanction/penalty;
information from the WBSC BD Press Officer or LOC;
information from the LOC on the ceremonies, accommodation/meals, transport, laundry;
miscellaneous.
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The second part of the meeting shall have the following agenda:
-

verification of the players’ passports;
verification of the teams’ uniforms and warm-up uniforms (advertising).

During the meeting, the WBSC BD Commissioner(s) shall verify the players’ passports and the Final Team Roster
(FTR) which may contain up to 20 players. and all coaches with uniform numbers for the competition.
Each delegation shall also provide 2 in-competition contacts (e-mail and mobile) which will be used for any official
communication (including the Daily Report) during the Event.
Once the Technical Meeting is declared closed, no changes to the composition of the teams can be made at any time
during the competition. The players cannot internally (within the team) exchange their uniform numbers. The
confirmed composition of the teams shall officially be made known to the public.

5.7 Team Handbook
The LOC shall produce a Team Handbook (Daily Agenda – see Appendix 6) which should be given to each Team
Delegation before the first day of competition. The handbook should contain all of the relevant information relating to
the teams’ participation in the Event. The Team Handbook should contain the following information (although
additional information can also be included).
1. HOTEL INFORMATION
Billing policy
Hotel rules
Team desk
Team meals
Team lounge
Medical services
Hotel map

4. MEDIA
Press conference/interviews (individual interviews,
pre/post game conferences)
Television interviews (pre/post game)
Television broadcast list
Video tapes policy

2. OPERATIONS
Communication with the LOC - key contacts procedures
Team Liaison Officers
Accreditations
Transportation
Event partners

6. SAFETY & SECURITY
First Aid
Specific security instructions

3. COMPETITION
Competition format
Competition bracket
Competition venues
Training venues
Game schedule
Pre-game procedure
Field entry ceremony
Product supply during games (i.e. water, towels, ice etc.)
Venue maps
Player’s seating

5. TICKETS

7. SPECIAL EVENTS
Opening ceremony
Closing and award ceremony
Official functions/parties
Official meetings
8. LOCAL INFORMATION
Host country and cities
Local weather
Local time
Downtown map
Banking services
Postal information
Area attraction

5.8 Official Baseballs
The LOC shall comply with sponsorship agreements entered into by the WBSC BD. In particular, the official
competition balls should be provided by WBSC BD to LOC and LOC should ensure that only the official competition
balls will be used throughout the Event. The use of non-authorized balls shall not be permitted.
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6. ACCOMODATION
6.1 Official team’s hotel
The hotel shall be of international 4-star standard category.
The choice of the hotel shall be proposed by LOC and shall be approved by WBSC BD during the site visit. Any
changes subsequent to the site visit must also be approved by WBSC BD.
The organizer shall check with the hotel before the beginning of the competition about all problematic situations that
might arise such as:
-

teams eating late in the evening;
several teams arriving at the same time and requiring to eat quickly; in case of buffet service to ensure
sufficient food for the teams arriving late, etc.;
laundry service (for additional extra-uniform items – see also 6.1.2);
issues with checkin and checkout;
what is included in the package for teams and officials (ex: 3 meals included but alchohol not included);
Internet connection free of charge;
ice machine.

6.1.1 Team Delegations
The teams have the right to arrive 48 hours prior to their first game of the Event and shall depart the day after the last
game of the competition (unless otherwise stated). Any additional day of stay, transportation and transfer before or
after these dates, is not guaranteed by the LOC and will be anyway charged to the delegation.
Official delegations shall consist of a maximum of 23 persons: 18 players and 5 staff members.
Minimum number of rooms required for a team delegation is 11 double rooms, 1 DUS for trainer and 2 single rooms.
Example of the obligation of the LOC to provide accommodation and meals:
-

competition: played on 23rd September – 3rd October;
accommodation: the teams are entitled to arrive on 21st September and must leave on 4th October;
meals: the catering of the teams starts with lunch on 21st September and ends with breakfast on 4th
October.

The above arrangement is considered as a package and can be moved according to the arrival/departure of the
team(s); however, the different arrival/departure of the team(s) must be communicated to the LOC at least 2 months
before the Event.
The Team Delegations’ accommodation requirements include the following aspects:
-

all teams at one venue shall be accommodated in the same hotel, or separated in several hotels with the
same general conditions;
- the travel time between the Team Delegations’ hotel to the competition and the training venues shall not
exceed 2 hours driving;
- each Team Delegation shall be allocated as described above. If teams require more rooms and/or more
single rooms (within 60 days prior to the arrival of the team) then the LOC shall find rooms and decide on
the price per additional person and announce it to the participants;
- if a team has additional personnel, then the respective team is financially responsible for the costs of these
people;
- it is highly recommended to have a leisure room at the hotel, where the teams’ members may have Internet
access or play games.
6.1.2 Laundry Service
LOC should provide a laundry service free of charge to official Team Delegations and the following 5 items shall be
covered: game jersey, game pants, undershirt, underpants/sliding pants and one pair of socks. Teams shall cover
laundry expenses for other personal items and laundry service shall be provided at a discounted rate.
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6.1.3 Meeting Rooms
At least two (2) meeting rooms shall be provided (free of charge) in which teams may hold meetings and watch game
DVDs. The team meeting rooms shall be equipped with:
-

Sufficient seating capacity;
TV and DVD player;
A tactics board available for the teams.

6.1.4 Information Desk
The desk should be located in the hotel lobby in order to assist the coordination for the organization. At least one
person speaking good English and Spanish shall be at the desk. Next to the desk shall be an information board,
which shall always be up-to-date with the following information:
-

competition program;
transportation schedule - shuttle bus service timetable,
LOC telephone contact and emergency numbers,

6.1.5 Food and Beverage
All expenses related to food and beverage as outlined below shall be borne by the LOC.
All required extra meals and extra services should be provided and charged to the team in question.
6.1.5.1 Meals
Three quality meals per day in sufficient quantities must be prepared and guaranteed for the competition participants,
based on the game and training schedules. Menus should be designed to be nutritious. A set menu with the choice of
different foods should also be possible.
The timing of meals must be flexible according to the games and should be coordinated with each team
representative to ensure that the players eat at the correct time in relation to their training and games. It should be
noted that some evening meals may be required late at night after the last game and the hotel catering must be aware
of this.
Emphasis should be placed on providing food that is suitable for baseball players, and which also takes national
eating customs into account. If any team has specific request, that should be sent to Local Organizing Committee for
their review and arrangements within 15 days from the beginning of the tournament.
6.1.5.2 Drinks
A sufficient supply of mineral water, one bottle of soft drinks (500ml) per person should be made available for the
teams at meals.

6.2 Official WBSC BD hotel
The hotel shall be of an international high standard category, at least 4-star.
The Competition Officials (WBSC BD representatives, guests, staff, TCs, Scorers, Umpires and Jury of Appeal) shall
each be allocated in single rooms.
The travel time between the WBSC BD Officials’ hotel to the competition venues shall not exceed 2 hours.
6.2.1 Laundry Service
LOC should provide a laundry service free of charge to Umpires for the game uniforms.
Other laundry expenses are to be borne by the Officials.
A full hotel laundry service shall be provided at a discounted price.
6.2.2 Meeting Room
A meeting room shall be provided (free of charge) for the Umpire Director, Scorer Director and Technical Director in
order to have a daily meeting with the Umpires, Scorers and Commissioners. The Technical meeting room shall be
equipped with:
-

sufficient seating capacity (20 people minimum);
a big screen TV, a DVD player, a projector may also be required;
a white board or flip chart and markers.
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6.2.3 WBSC BD Office
An office room shall be provided (free of charge) for the WBSC BD staff, equipped as follows:
-

lockable doors;
at least 3 office table with chairs and a sufficient number of guest chairs;
Broadband Wireless Internet connection or, if not available, cabling to connect at least 8 laptops:
Network laser printer;
phone line (open for national calls only);
photocopier;
fax machine (open line for international calls);
multiple sockets;
an office-type refrigerator, tea and coffee machine;
rubbish bin;
sufficient stationary supplies;
air conditioner;
sufficient supply of industrially bottled drinking water (not tap water), soft drinks and hot drinks.
safe.

6.2.4 Information Desk
The desk should be located in the hotel lobby, providing the same assistance and information as the information desk
in the teams’ hotel.
6.2.5 Food and Beverage
All expenses related to food and beverage as outlined below shall be borne by the LOC.
All required extra meals and extra services should be provided and charged to the Official in question.
6.2.5.1 Meals

Three quality meals per day in sufficient quantities must be prepared and guaranteed for the mentioned Officials,
based on the game schedule. A set menu with the choice of different food should also be possible.
It should be noted that some meals may be required at unusual time due to the Event related functions each member
is required to fulfill and the hotel catering must be aware of this. Food provided should also take national eating
customs into account.
6.2.5.2 Drinks

A sufficient supply of mineral water, one bottle of soft drink or coffee and/or tea per person should be made available
for the Competition Officials (WBSC BD representatives, staff, Technical Commissioners, Scorers, Umpires and Jury
of Appeal) at meals. Alcohol should not be included in the LOC’s obligations.

6.3 WBSC BD Sponsors, VIPs and Media Partners
The LOC is asked to co-operate with the WBSC BD staff for WBSC BD Sponsors, VIPs and Media Partners hotel
reservations. These accommodations will not be charged to the LOC.

6.4 Media hotels
The LOC shall co-ordinate with WBSC BD to ensure that adequate hotel room capacity is available for the accredited
media. The LOC shall identify a selection of suitable hotels in different price categories in all venue cities and ensure
preferential rates.
If a large number of foreign journalists book and stay in the same media hotel, then it is highly recommended that the
LOC Press Office install a welcome desk and small working room and provide transportation between the hotel and
the venue and between the hotel and the airport.
The travel time between the media hotels and the competition venues shall not be more than 1 hour.
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6.5 Hotel Decoration
There shall be WBSC BD and LOC flags and banners displayed outside the hotels for WBSC BD Officials, Teams
and Media, in the lobby area and in all of the other areas related to the organization, such as meeting rooms,
restaurant, etc.
If required by WBSC BD, it is very important that the hotels, which are finally selected, are able to provide/allow for the
below-mentioned conditions. The precise details with regard to the following points shall be discussed and agreed
upon during the hotel site visits:
-

-

the lobbies of the hotels for WBSC BD Officials and the Teams shall have branded signage/decoration
related to the Event;
such signage/decoration may consist of Event-branded composite towers, flags (in front of the hotels),
pyramids and/or display panels, directional signage which shall display both the Event logo, WBSC BD logo
and the logos of the commercial partners;
such decoration and signage shall be co-ordinated by WBSC BD and the LOC; it shall be produced, paid for
and set up by the LOC;
information desk with appropriate decoration shall be installed at the lobby of the hotel.
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7. TRANSPORTATION
7.1 Team Delegations
The LOC shall be responsible for the organization of the local transportation for each Team Delegation participating
at the Event, from the date of their arrival (48 hours before the first game of the Event) until the day of their departure
(max. 24 hours after their final game). If a team is unable to depart, the LOC shall reasonably cooperate in providing
ground transport until their departure. The LOC shall prepare the transportation plan for WBSC BD’s approval at least
1 week prior to the start of the Event.
The LOC shall assign a specific bus with driver (minimum capacity of 50 seats) to each Team Delegation. The teams
shall be able to use these vehicles during the whole Event for all the needs related to the competition. The vehicles
shall have the following conditions:
-

vehicles shall be clean and air-conditioned;
on the front of each vehicle in a very visible position shall be the name of the country using the vehicle,
together with the Event logo sticker;
the drivers shall wear a standard uniform or T-shirts/shirts representing the Event;
apart from security officer, no one may travel in these vehicles without the permission of the Team
Delegation Head;
it is recommended that official tournament vehicles be decorated with WBSC BD and Event logos on bus
bodies.

The Team Delegation transportation includes, but is not limited to:
-

-

pick-up at the place of arrival (e.g. train station, airport) and transfer to the hotel; it is advisable to organize
carriers at the airport for the transportation of the teams’ luggage;
transfer to and from the hotel and to the venue for practice;
transfer to and from the hotel to the venue for games or to and from warm-up field if other than competition
venue (arrival at the competition venue at least 30 minutes before the beginning of the Pre-Game Practice,
refer to appendix 6);
city-tours or short-distance trips during their rest days (may be organized at Team Delegation charge);
transfer to the airport for departure;
emergency transportation.

The Team Liaison shall agree on a daily basis the precise transport schedule with the head of the Team Delegation
and communicate the schedule to the LOC Transportation Coordinator. Each Team Delegation shall in turn receive a
printed up-to-date transportation schedule detailing all of their transportation needs for the competition.

7.2 WBSC BD Officials
The LOC shall provide transportation for all WBSC BD Officials from the date of their arrival until the day of their
departure. For this purpose, 10 cars with drivers should be allocated for WBSC BD Officials and Representatives as
follows:
-

1 car for WBSC BD President;
1 car for WBSC BD Secretary General;
1 car for WBSC BD Executive Director;
2 cars for the WBSC BD staff/representatives (minimum 1 car per venue);
1 car for Technical Director;
1 car for the Umpire Director;
1 car for the Scorer Director;
1 car for Sponsor, VIPs and Media Partners (upon WBSC BD staff-co-ordination).

In addition, 2 minibuses per venue shall be allocated for Umpires, Scorers and TCs.
However, the specific number of cars necessary shall be determined based upon the number of Officials, venues and
distances between hotels and venues.
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The vehicles shall have the following conditions:
-

vehicles shall be clean and air-conditioned;
Event logo on the front of each vehicle in a very visible position;
it is highly recommended to use English (or Spanish)-speaking drivers;
the drivers shall wear a standard uniform or T-shirts/shirts representing the Event;
apart from security officer, no one may travel in these vehicles without the Officials’ permission;
It is recommended that official tournament vehicles be decorated with WBSC BD and Event logos on car
bodies.

Transportation of the Officials includes:
-

pick-up at the place of arrival (e.g. station, airport) and transfer to the hotel;
transfer to and from the hotel and to the venue for the games (arrival at the competition venue 2.5 hours
before game time for Technical Commissioners, 1 hour before game time for Scorers and Umpires);
transfer between the various organising cities of the Event (air transportation if the driving distance is more
than 4 hours);
emergency transportation;
transfer to the airport for departure.

7.3 Shuttle bus service
There should be a regular shuttle bus transportation from each of the various hotels (teams, WBSC BD and media) to
the venue, allowing WBSC BD guests, media representatives and Team Delegation members to travel to the venues
to watch games. The timetable should be clearly displayed at the Information Desk in the lobby of each official hotel.
In addition, the hotel should also have a regular transportation service to and from the international airport.

7.4 Venues
The cars/minibuses/buses shall require dedicated parking areas very close to the venue. Passes shall be distributed
to the cars and buses. LOC shall also reserve sufficient parking lots for media travelling by car.

7.5 Drivers
The drivers should be English or Spanish-speaking and have a good knowledge of the city. All drivers shall have a
mobile telephone so that they can be contacted at any time.

7.6 Information desk
There should be an information desk at the international airport where teams and officials arrive and depart in order to
ensure the smooth transport to and from their respective hotels and timely response to any issues that arose during
their travels. At least one person speaking good English and Spanish, shall be at the desk at all times. Next to the
desk shall be an information board, which shall always be up-to-date with the following information:
-

list of delegations members for teams and officials and their arrival and departure time;
transportation schedule - shuttle bus service timetable.
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8. VENUE INFRASTRUCTURE
The objective of WBSC BD is to organize the Event in venues where the needs of the spectators, players, VIPs and
media representatives are fully satisfied. The following section provides a guideline for the required equipment,
rooms and facilities at the venues. The precise requirements for a specific Event shall be as according to the relevant
WBSC BD regulations and the “level/quality” of the competition.
The LOC shall provide a venue map (in both hard and digital formats) that shows all of the functional areas such as:
1. Playing Field (FOPs and related access ways, indoor practice facilities, locker rooms and access ways);
2. Stands (public seats);
3. Media area (media tribune, press conference room, mixed zone and working room);
4. Officials area (TCs/Umpires/Scores room);
5. VIP area (VIP tribune and launge);
6. Administration area (WBSC BD/LOC offices);
P. Parking lot;
H. Hospitality area.
All rooms and areas must be clearly marked at least 48 hours before the competition starts. The signage should be
produced in English and local language.
All venues must be clear of any advertising, unless approved in writing by WBSC BD. In case the Event is played in a
pro facility, the LOC must guarantee at least spaces for WBSC BD Sponsors and the full availability of the backstop
advertising when the game is broadcast.

8.1 Flags
The LOC shall provide flagpoles in front of the playing venue and adequate place outside the field of play for the flags
related to the Event. The LOC shall also provide the mechanism for raising the flags of the first three placed teams.
At the site of the competition and its surroundings, the flag of WBSC BD and, without exception, the flags of all
countries whose teams take part in the competition shall be raised. The flag of WBSC BD shall be displayed at a high
and visible position and shall be raised during the opening ceremony. The LOC shall ensure that the flags of the
teams taking part in the competition are placed in a manner that will be equal for all. The flags shall be hung in
alphabetical order according to the language of the organizing country. Flags for participating countries shall be those
authorized by the International Olympic Committee and must be approved by the WBSC BD prior to the competition.

8.2 Playing Field area
8.2.1 Field of Play
The playing field must meet the requirements set in the Official Baseball Rules
Refer to Appendix 1 – WBSC BD Facility Standards
8.2.2 Technical Commission Table Equipment
There shall be 2 chairs and 1 table for Technical Commissioners behind home plate.
Such chairs and table should be placed in a room with a door or should be placed in the manner that they will be
protected from distractions and should carry a sign of “WBSC BD Technical Commission”. In any Event, Technical
Commissioners should have a full view of and easy access to the field of play.
8.2.3 Scorers area
There shall be 3 working stations for the statisticians and scorers, preferably just behind home plate with full view of
the field of play and on a raised platform.
8.2.4 WBSC BD Office
There shall be an office for the WBSC BD staff/representatives and/or Umpire Director:
-

the room shall be appropriate for 5 persons with a view of the field;
it shall be placed next to the Technical Commissioners tables; the room has to be protected from
distractions and shall carry a sign “WBSC BD Office”.
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8.2.5 Advertising / Signage at the venue
The advertising boards must be placed around the FOP fence with a dark colored spot in the centre field for the
batters’ eye and behind home plate for the pitcher.
The advertising boards shall be padded for the protection of the players.
At its own cost, LOC shall place on the field both WBSC BD and Event logos along with the official title of the
competition around the home plate. All advertising signage layouts shall be submitted by LOC to WBSC BD for
approval.
8.2.6 Training venue
There shall be at least one WBSC BD approved training venue in each of the competition venues. The training venue
shall provide the following:
-

Field of Play of the same standard as the competition venues;
adequate locker rooms with showers and toilets;
medical services available during training sessions;
sufficient drinks for the teams use during their training sessions.

The training venues must be available at least 48 hours before the Event. The training venues shall be close to the
teams’ hotel (e.g. not more than 60 minutes’ travel).

8.3 Locker Rooms
The Locker Rooms must be completely cleaned after the departure of the last person. A security person must be
present and always in the vicinity.
8.3.1 Team Locker Rooms
There shall be an easy, short and secure access from the Locker Rooms to the Dugout and FOP. There shall be a
minimum of two fully equipped Locker Rooms for the teams with the same standards and dimensions. Each Locker
Room shall meet the requirements set in the WBSC BD Facility Standards (appendix 1, chapter 10).
8.3.1.1 Drinking water supply for the teams

Drinking water for each team to use during games and practices shall be provided free of charge by the organizer
during the Event. It is highly recommended not to charge any fee for the drinking water to teams, which arrive before
the official competition period and wish to have practices.
All drinking water shall be industrially sealed bottled drinking water, not tap water.
It shall be considered that the below amount of drinking water shall be provided for each team to use during the
practices:
-

at least 1 litre of mineral water for each memeber of the Team Delegation;
10 bottles of 1.5 litres water for each player;
at least 6 bottles 0.5 litres water for team staff members.

The LOC shall provide the following drinks for each team to use during the games:
-

at least 1 litre of mineral water for each memeber of the Team Delegation;
10 bottles of 1.5 litres water for 20 players;
at least 6 bottles 0.5 litre water for team staff members.
According to the climate, this amount may increase. It is recommended to keep the water cold if the weather
is hot.

8.3.1.2 Ice supply for the teams

The LOC shall determine the ice needed by the teams during the games and practices. The teams’ ice requirements
can be met with either an ice machine set up at the stadium or can be met by the teams’ hotel free of charge. It shall
be announced to the teams during the Pre-Tournament Technical Meeting which method shall be used. The ice shall
be standard sized and cubed. The ice obtained by freezing water in bottles cannot be used for this purpose.
Should there be one or more commercial partner(s) in the isotonic/soft drink/water/towel categories then it is likely
that they shall supply the necessary products and equipment. These must be used by the teams during the games.
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8.3.2 Umpire Changing Rooms
There shall be a fully equipped changing room for WBSC BD Umpires in each venue with easy, short and secure
access to the FOP. Each changing room shall meet the requirements set in the WBSC BD Facility Standards
(appendix 1, 10.11).
8.3.3 Entertainment Changing Room (if applicable)
There shall be a minimum of one equipped changing room for entertainers in each Event venue.

8.4 First Aid Room
The First Aid area shall enable first aid as well as normal preventive medical consultation to be given and should be
within easy access of all other facility areas within the venue. The First Aid Room for players shall be situated in order
to be easily accessible by the emergency services from the FOP itself.
Access shall be possible from the ground floor and free of any obstacles or obstructions, in order for any injured
player to be taken there quickly. Trolley stretchers should be available in each of the First Aid rooms.
The furniture and equipment shall include:
a bed for medical examinations;
a desk;
a wardrobe and a coat rack;
an oxygen cylinder with the relevant equipment for package resuscitation and defibrillator.
Ambulance Standby area must be close to the FOP, the training area and the First Aid area. There must be an
ambulance together with qualified personnel available during all training sessions and games.

8.5 Offices
8.5.1 WBSC BD Offices
Preferably close to LOC office and the FOP, the room shall comply with the following requirements:
lockable doors;
at least one office table with chair and a sufficient number of guest chairs;
broadband wireless Internet connection;
network color laser printer;
phone line (open for national calls only);
photocopier;
Fax machine (open line for international calls);
multiple sockets;
an office-type refrigerator, tea and coffee machine;
rubbish bin;
sufficient stationary supplies;
air conditioner or fan;
sufficient supply of industrially bottled drinking water (not tap water), soft drinks and hot drinks;
safe.
8.5.2 LOC Service Room
The LOC shall equip one room with at least two (2) big refrigerators for cooling the bottled drinking water and shelving
system for storing the supplies.
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8.5.3 Meals
The LOC shall provide lunch box meals on game days for WBSC BD officials, staff and representatives and for the
media partners operators.

8.6 Accreditation centre
It should be suitable for making accreditations for a minimum of two (2) persons a time. The room shall have a waiting
room with seats and refreshments. The LOC shall provide a minimum of two (2) working stations.
For complete information on Accreditation System refer to chapter 9.5.

8.7 WBSC BD commercial partner storage
The WBSC BD Commercial Partners who shall supply products for the Event shall require storage facilities. The
room reserved for the WBSC BD apparel supplier shall be used for the storage of products both for their sales stands
and volunteers, VIP, etc.

8.8 Media facilities
All of the details regarding the Media Entrance, Media Welcome Desk, Press Tribune, Media Workrooms, Press
Conference Room, Photographers Area, Communication Centre, Mixed Zone and LOC Media Office Room are
described and explained in the Media section (13) of this Manual.

8.9 Television area & facilities
All of the details regarding the TV production, commentary positions, parking space for production vehicles, power
supply, positions for TV graphics and live Internet are regulated in the Television section (13.2) of this document.

8.10 Tribunes
The LOC shall ensure that the spectators do not have access to the competition, VIP and/or media areas.

8.11 Seating Capacity
The minimum seating capacity recommended shall be 2’000 seats for the main venue and 1’000 for sub venues.
The LOC must provide WBSC BD with a minimum of 15 complimentary first class category seats for each session of
the competition.

8.12 Team Delegations
A sufficient number of seats depending on the number of teams shall be reserved in a special tribune for the players,
coaches and other officials of the participating teams. The area shall be located close to the FOP.

8.13 VIP Hospitality
The VIP Hospitality Area or Areas must be organized by the LOC and should be situated close to the VIP seats. The
Hospitality Areas shall be suitable for an agreed number of WBSC BD and LOC VIP guests and access shall be
permitted only for guests with appropriate credential.
The LOC shall provide an agreed quality of hospitality service previously approved by WBSC BD (i.e. food and
beverages).
The Hospitality Area should be open and provide hospitality one hour before the start of the first game and should
close 30 minutes after the end of the last game of the day.
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8.14 Stadium access
8.14.1 Participant & Guest Entrances
The LOC shall guarantee secure and separate access for the following groups:
-

teams, WBSC BD officials;
LOC staff, volunteers, entertainment and WBSC BD appointed service personnel;
VIPs;
accredited media representatives;
scouts.

The access shall be controlled through WBSC BD Credentials, with the different directions/areas shall be clearly
indicated for each group (refer to chapter 9.5 below).
8.14.2 Public Entrance

The public entrance must have sufficient space to allow for the general movement of the public as well as for
information, sales and service areas. The precise location of the various areas shall be agreed between WBSC BD
and the LOC during the site visits (see appendix 1, chapter 4).
8.14.3 Parking

The venue must have sufficient space for parking areas for both personal and public transport vehicles. There should
be completely separate parking and access and exit routes for those personnel involved with the games, such as
teams, Umpires, Commissioners, Officials, journalists and photographers.
8.14.4 Participant & Guest Parking

The LOC shall ensure that adequate parking places are provided for the participants and WBSC BD guests. The
location shall be agreed at the site visit but shall be as close as possible to the VIP entrance.
In order to gain access to these parking areas, WBSC BD shall allocate to the relevant people the appropriate parking
pass which shall be clearly displayed on the vehicle’s windscreen.
The LOC shall provide adequate parking for the buses transporting the teams. This facility shall be as close as
possible to the teams’ entrance and away from any general public parking areas.
8.14.5 Television Broadcast Vehicle Parking (if necessary)

The LOC must provide sufficient space at each venue for a TV compound which shall be used for the parking of all of
the television broadcast production vehicles, OB vans, transportable earth stations and computer technical vehicles
that may be required by the host broadcaster, unilateral broadcasters and graphic companies for their transmission of
the Event.
The TV compound should be as close as possible to the venue and should be available a minimum of three days
before the start of the Event. It must be fully secured, with no access for the general public. The security of this area
is the responsibility of the LOC.

8.15 Technical facilities
The LOC must provide, free of charge, certain technical services and facilities that are required for the organization
and implementation of the Event.
8.15.1 Power, Lighting & Utilities
All power, lighting, water and other utilities that are used within the respective venues for the broadcast and
organization of the games and the whole Event shall be provided free of charge by the LOC. The LOC is responsible
of providing an Undisturbed Power Supply (UPS) for the scoreboard in order to prevent losing the time and score in
case of a power outage during a game.
Power and back-up power for the host broadcaster, OB vans, graphics company and commentary area should be
provided by the LOC. All power and back-up power for the host broadcaster and broadcast partners’ needs shall be
an uninterrupted power source and on a different phase from the rest of the FOP.
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After the games, the LOC shall ensure that the broadcast working areas and other working areas are adequately lit
until all work is completed.
8.15.2 Air-Conditioning

All venues must be air-conditioned. The inside temperature shall be between 20°C and 25°C.
8.15.3 Sound System

The Public Announcement systems, with cassette, CD and DVD player for National anthems and entertainment
music, shall be of such a quality as to enable clear sound reproduction above the noise of the crowd, even in large
sport halls. Loudspeakers shall be positioned in such a way as to give uniform sound reproduction throughout the
venue with no distortion or “echo” effects.

8.16 Giant Screen
It is highly recommended to install a giant screen to display replay of the game, highlights, roster information, photos of
players, commercial advertising videos before and during the games.

8.17 Radar Gun
There shall be a radar gun to measure the pitch velocity and measured number shall be displayed on TV broadcast
and onsite screen if available.
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9. IT AND ACCREDITATION SYSTEM
9.1 Information Technology/Statistics
Information Technology (IT) covers the delivery of equipment and services necessary for the management and
distribution of information in the following areas:
office Operations;
accreditation;
Event information systems (commentators’ information system, TV graphics, printing);
public information systems (scoreboards, official game clocks, video screens);
Internet;
live statistics;
telecommunications (data, fax, telephones, mobile phones, pagers, walkie-talkies, etc.).
IT is an important area as it ensures:
-

professional management of the Event, in particular with the office operations and accreditation;
efficient and reliable information for the public and the media, through the Event and public information
systems and the Internet.

9.2 Responsibilities
The responsibility for the Event information technology shall be shared between WBSC BD and the LOC. WBSC BD
and the LOC shall ensure that the joint goal of providing outstanding information services shall be foremost
throughout their respective responsibilities and, in order to achieve this goal, both parties shall carefully coordinate all
activities.
9.2.1 WBSC BD Responsibilities
definition of the IT requirements;
provision of the Event information and accreditation system software;
definition and approval of the equipment, software and telecommunications/IT infrastructure that should be
provided by the LOC.
9.2.2 LOC Responsibilities
Provision of the public information system;
provision of the required telecommunications/IT infrastructure;
printing of the credentials provided by the WBSC BD Accreditation System;
other equipment such as printers, computers, fax machines, etc.

9.3 IT Requirements
WBSC BD is responsible for defining the overall IT requirements, including requirements for the areas which are
under the LOC responsibility.
These requirements are based on the strategic goals defined for the Event as well as WBSC BD experiences from
past Events. Therefore, WBSC BD shall be the only provider of Event related information/data, which shall be used
for any type of publication (Internet, printouts, TV graphics, team rosters, etc.).
9.3.1 Computer Network
A local network must be available in each venue. Access to the network has to be provided in the following areas.
FOP side:
-

Technical Commission table
Scorer’s table
media
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Back of house:
-

Press conference room
media workroom
LOC/WBSC BD offices

WI-FI;
WI-FI;
WI-FI.

9.3.2 Internet Access
Access to the Internet must be available through the local network from all above-mentioned areas.
High-speed broadband connection shall be available. Media and scorers shall have a dedicated connection in order
to avoid overloaded accesses.
9.3.3 Security
Security is of utmost importance in order to operate the whole IT infrastructure in a safe way. This applies both to
access to and from the Internet and within the local network (in particular between the different areas of the local
network).
9.3.4 Statistics
The organizer is responsible for providing staff and equipment and supplies for statistics during the Event. WBSC BD
is responsible for the provision of stats software.
9.3.4.1 Equipment and Supplies needed for statistics services

-

the official WBSC BD statistics software shall be used for all games; WBSC BD shall provide this software;
computer hardware and related equipment (as per WBSC BD IT package);
Internet connection at Scorer’s workstation in order to send live data to www.wbsc.org;
printer;
two photocopy machines with high speed and large capacity.

9.3.4.2 Statistics and Information Services

The WBSC BD Scorer Commission shall prepare Daily Report which will contain:
-

daily schedule;
results of the previous day and current standings;
Umpires, Scorers and Technical Commissioners nominations;
top players’rankings;
overall statistics of the teams;
daily announcements if there are any.

9.3.4.4 Distribution of the Statistics and Information

All games (statistics) shall be available:
-

on-line;
real-time (play-by-play).

At the end of each day the Daily Report will be sent via email:
-

to all teams (head of delegations);
to the WBSC BD Commissioners;
to the WBSC BD staff.

9.4 Internet
9.4.1 WBSC BD Responsibilities
WBSC BD shall set-up the official Event website as a satellite site of www.wbsc.org. LOC is not entitled to set up any
other Event website.
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WBSC BD shall have responsibility for the following areas:
-

reservation of the domain name (URL);
web position of the website on the different web search engines;
Specification of the website features, contents and functionalities;
implementation of the both WBSC BD and the competition brands;
contracting and managing those companies retained for the website design and development;
supplying appropriate server farm;
implementation of a CMS (content management system) to create and manage the content of the official
website;
assuring that relevant content, official information, official data, images are displayed before and during the
Event;
monitoring traffic;
performing final traffic reports;
insertion of the commercial partners identification on the website;
ensuring appropriate security to prEvent external unauthorised access (i.e. `hackers´).

9.4.2 LOC Responsibilities
The LOC shall have the following responsibilities related to the official WBSC BD Event website:
-

the exclusive use of WBSC BD official website for the Event;
the provision of local content in English or Spanish and the local language,
the provision of a working area during the Event with fast and stable internet line; this line should allow
access to messaging tools and external ftp servers;
the provision of 1 or 2 English or Spanish speaking volunteers to help WBSC BD webmaster;
hiring of professional photographers for image content;
the provision of free internet access to media, WBSC BD personnel and Scorers; the access shall be
different from the one for public (if present).

9.4.3 Promotion for www.wbsc.org
www.wbsc.org is the official website of WBSC Baseball Division and as such is protected by a copyright.
The LOC shall be entitled to use certain features from WBSC BD.org such as the live statistics of their game as well
as video clips.
Any and all use of such features must carry the note: “Copyright of WBSC BD, provided by WBSC BD”.

9.5 Accreditation System
WBSC BD has set an on-line Accreditation System to collect all necessary information (from teams, international
officials, staff, scouts, media, etc.) for credential and LOC is required to use the same system for LOC staff and
volunteers.
LOC shall upload a list of applicants who wish to receive accreditation to the WBSC BD Accreditation System 2
weeks prior to the printing deadline for validation. The list should include name of applicant, organization name,
position, email address, phone number and function. Both WBSC BD and LOC shall ensure that all credential holders
will comply with WBSC BD guidelines and failure to do so may result in the immediate loss of their accreditation.
WBSC BD Accreditation System shall provide ready-to-print credential files.
LOC shall be responsible to produce, laminate and distribute credentials to all approved applicants.
The Accreditation System shall provide the correct access to all of the various categories of personnel in order for
them to be able to perform their duties. However, it also needs to be able to restrict or carefully control the access to
certain areas.
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Basic accreditation categories:
-

WBSC BD (IF, blue)
Teams (T, green)
LOC (O, red)
Officials (O, yellow)
VIP (V, pink)
Guest (G, pink)
Media/ Mkt Partner (MP, orange)
TV Rights Holders (RH, brown)
Press/TV/Radio (PR/TV/RA, black)
Photographer (PH, black)

staff, tournament directors (3), executive committee members;
players, coaching staff, delegation members;
staff volunteers;
TC’s, Umpires and Scorers;
special guests/authorities;
normal guests
Sponsors, partners
TV producers;
Medias, press, TV, radio;
Medias, photos.

Basic stadium zones/areas:
-

1. Playing Field (FOPs and related access ways, indoor practice facilities, locker rooms and access ways);
2. Stands (spectators seats);
3. Media area (media tribune, press conference room, mixed zone and working room);
4. Officials area (TC’s/Umpires/Scorers rooms);
5. VIP area (VIP room, hospitality area if any);
6. Administration area (WBSC BD and LOC offices);
7. Doping Control Station;
P. Parking lot;
H. Hospitality areas.

Transportation categories:
-

T1. Team bus;
T2. WBSC BD vehicle;
T3. LOC vehicle;
T4. Officials vehicle/ minibus.

The venue zones/areas shall be designated with numbers/letters and only accreditation categories having this
number/letter on the credential have access to the respective area.
LOC shall provide, free of charge, a sufficient quantity of WBSC BD accreditation lanyards (strings). These lanyards
must be used for all credentials.
9.5.1 Teams
Each team will receive a number of credentials according to the Team Delegation.
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10. MARKETING AND PR
10.1 Exclusive Commercial and Marketing Rights
All of the commercial rights to the Event are exclusively owned by WBSC BD. However, WBSC BD may release
some of the rights to the LOC. The LOC must contact WBSC BD for approval before signing any
sponsorship/partnership agreement for the Event.
10.1.1 On-Site Franchising, Sampling and Display
WBSC BD has the exclusive right to grant to the commercial partners the exclusive opportunity for them to distribute
and/or sample their products and/or services in all areas at the venues. The LOC might be permitted to have local
companies providing this service. However, WBSC BD must approve all agreements before signature.
10.1.2 Use of Logo and Mascot
WBSC BD has the exclusive right to sanction the use of the Event logo and Mascot by the commercial partners. This
right shall extend to all commercial purposes, including the use of items such as the official film, music, medals,
stamps, videos, CD-ROMs/software and publications of the Event.
10.1.3 Use of Designations
WBSC BD shall have the exclusive right for the use of the designation “official” or any such designation in relation to
the Event. None of the teams participating in the Event or the LOC shall have the right to use the word “official” in any
commercial terms without WBSC BD approval.
10.1.4 Official Publications
WBSC BD has the exclusive right to develop, market and advertise on all official conventional and electronic printed
matter produced exclusively in respect to the Event. Such matter includes, but is not limited to: tickets, posters,
guides, programs, bulletins, press releases, calendars, books, booklets and magazines, whether issued by the LOC
or WBSC BD.
The LOC shall not provide advertising space in its publications relating to the Event without WBSC BD written
approval. In any Event, advertisers with products and/or services competitive with those of the WBSC BD commercial
partners may not be included.
10.1.5 Official Event Music and Song
WBSC BD has the exclusive right to the commercial exploitation and licensing of any music or songs for the Event.
10.1.6 Electronic/Video Scoreboards
WBSC BD shall have the exclusive right to include free of charge advertising for the its commercial partners on any
electronic/video scoreboards at the venues subject to availability and the applicable broadcasting regulations. Such
advertising shall be placed in an order to be pre-approved by WBSC BD.
10.1.7 Use of Products
The LOC shall use products provided as a value in kind consideration by the WBSC BD commercial partners during
the Event to the exclusion of any other products of the same kind.
10.1.8 Ambush Marketing Protection
In reference to the ambush marketing protection plan that will be created and implemented by the LOC and
pre-approved by WBSC BD, the LOC shall ensure that all necessary measures and procedures are in place both to
prevent and to react to the presence of any un-approved message, publicity, product or material that infringes the
WBSC BD rules and regulations and the WBSC BD/LOC commercial partners’ contracts.

10.2 Advertising
10.2.1 On-Site Advertising
WBSC BD has the exclusive right to use any kind of advertising media for any products and/or services at the Event
venues. Such advertising rights shall include the possibility for WBSC BD to install signage inside the venues as well
as exterior signage on the outside of the venues, on the venue scoreboards, etc. Some of the spaces may be
released to LOC for local sponsors, however the WBSC BD must approve and authorize in writing all agreements
beforehand.
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10.2.2 Clean Stadium
The stadium/venue and the area outside the stadium related to the Event (i.e. parking areas adjacent to stadium,
practice facilities, social function sites, etc.) must be clean of any advertising at least 7 working days before the start
of the competition. All existing advertising must be covered and/or taken down for the duration of the Event. Second
tier advertising is not permitted. In case of use of professional baseball facility, at least spaces for WBSC BD
sponsors and partners must be guaranteed, as well as the exclusiveness of backstop advertising in case of televised
games.
10.2.3 FOP Signage
The form of the FOP signage shall be agreed between WBSC BD and the LOC. Whatever the form of signage agreed
it shall be positioned at each end of all FOPs used for the Event and along the fencing of FOP. LOC shall not place
any signage without prior approval of WBSC BD in writing.
10.2.4 Event Bat/Ball Boys Chairs
Four WBSC BD branded chairs will be positioned in the dugout or on the FOP for the bat/ball boys. Two Event chairs
will be positioned on each side dugout.
10.2.5 Team Dugouts
WBSC BD shall have the right to place identification for the Event and/or the commercial partners on the team
dugout.
10.2.6 Interview Backdrop (in case of TV coverage)
The dimensions of the interview backdrop shall be agreed in advance by WBSC BD and the LOC. The interview
backdrop shall be produced by LOC, displaying the Event name/logo and identification for each of the commercial
partners.
10.2.7 Mixed Zone Signage (in case of TV coverage)
Interview backdrops displaying the Event name/logo and identification for each of the commercial partners, both
static and mobile, will be positioned at the back of the mixed zone, with at least 2 meters’ distance in front of the
interview backdrops so that television cameras can be positioned correctly.
10.2.8 Composite Signage Towers
In addition to the FOP signage there will be a range of additional signage displayed at the various Event sites. There
will be advertising panels placed in the hospitality areas and in the entrance areas of the stadiums.
10.2.9 Sales/Display Stands
All of the commercial partners have the contractual right to display their products in the venues during the Event. In
regards of sale stands, WBSC BD is to grant rights to a third part. The space required for such sales and display
stands shall be provided free of charge by the LOC. The LOC might be permitted to have local companies sell
products subject to a written approval of the WBSC BD and will be required to share the 5% of the total sales with the
WBSC BD.

10.3 Licensing & Merchandising
All rights related to the commercial use of the Event name, logo, trophy or cup and mascot belong to WBSC BD. All
Event licensing and merchandising must have the Event logo integrated into the product and WBSC BD shall enter
into all merchandise agreements. WBSC BD shall discuss with the LOC any possible licensing and merchandising
opportunities that may arise. The trademark registrations for the Event logo will be made by WBSC BD. Upon
request, WBSC BD will release the right to develop, register and use the Event mascot to LOC before and during the
Event and the said right shall return to WBSC BD 2 weeks after the completion of the Event. All the costs generated
by the trademark registrations will be deducted from the licensing and merchandising revenue to be shared.

10.4 Commercial Partners
The commercial partners cover a range of product categories and exclusive rights that they have each acquired for
and during the Event. WBSC BD shall ensure that each of the commercial partners individual plans and needs are
catered for.
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The commercial partners are designated by product category and shall have exclusivity within their product
categories. This product category exclusivity extends to all areas including but not limited to: advertising, selling,
servicing and promoting.
WBSC BD and the LOC shall discuss the product supply requirements necessary for the organization of the Event so
that the correct supply is provided by any relevant commercial partner that becomes involved with the Event.

10.5 Promotion and Branding
Any WBSC BD Event should be presented and promoted in the correct way and in accordance with the level of
competition. Promotions shall be global/international, national and local and can be initiated years in advance, right
up to, during and even after the Event.
WBSC BD shall take the prime lead and responsibility for promotion and branding on a continental or global level. On
a national level the LOC and National Federation (including the domestic National League and all other national
baseball entities) shall take the lead. It is important that the LOC and WBSC BD work closely together in order to
ensure that all of the promotions, whether they are of a global or national nature, are both coordinated and integrated.
Apart from government or institutional grants, the LOC main source of revenue is from the sale of tickets and
promotion is vital in order to ensure that the sale of tickets is maximized for all games. To achieve that goal, the LOC
not only needs a well prepared promotional plan, but also the professionals to drive all promotional activities and
maximize the outcome.
10.5.1 National Event Promotion
In order to promote and gain awareness for the Event, the LOC shall develop and implement a national media and
promotional plan that shall be presented to WBSC BD for approval on the occasion of the first official site visit.
This national media and promotional plan shall include, but not be limited to:
-

radio/newspaper/magazine promotions;
television and Internet promotion/advertising if such rights are released from WBSC BD;
availability of national team players and city/region’s authorities for media interviews in the building-up of
the Event;
promotions through the National Baseball Leagues;
community and school promotional programs;
ticket promotions;
poster campaign (timing and locations).

The promotional plan should be linked to certain Events/milestones that will occur in the lead-up to the Event, such
as:
-

launch of the Event name/logo;
launch of the Event mascot;
selection and confirmation of Event venues;
launch of the Event website;
launch of licensing and merchandising (managed by WBSC BD in collaboration with LOC);
national team games (starting at least from the continental championships one year before the Event);
official Event draw;
launch of ticket prices and sales process;
updates on those teams qualified for the Event;
selection of national team coach and players for the event.

10.5.1.1 Event Logo and Event Mascot

The Event logo and Event mascot are developed respectively by WBSC BD and LOC, which should be ready for
public release many months if not years before the start of the Event. The design shall be in accordance with the
WBSC BD branding and guidelines. WBSC BD must give its final approval for the mascot at least 6 months before the
Event and all the rights of creations and mascot developed by the LOC for the Event remain in the absolute
ownership of WBSC BD.
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10.5.1.2 City Promotion

At least 2 weeks before the start of, and during the Event, the LOC shall display a range of Event flags and banners
(layout to be approved by WBSC BD) at all of the official sites (i.e. hotels, venues, airports, city centers, city buses,
etc.).
10.5.2 Branding
10.5.2.1 FOP Design and Graphics

WBSC BD shall be responsible for the design and production of the WBSC BD FOP graphics. WBSC BD will supply
the organizer with the required display. The organizer shall be responsible for implementation of the graphics to the
FOP.
10.5.2.2 Event Advertising Signage

The LOC shall produce in accordance with the WBSC BD guidelines the interview backdrops, mixed zone signage
and composite signage towers to be used at each venue. Costs shall be covered by LOC.
10.5.2.3 Banners, Indoor and Outdoor Flags

The organizer shall produce banners and flags at its own cost to be placed both inside and outside of the venues. The
design of such banners and flags shall be as per the WBSC BD guidelines and pre-approved by WBSC BD before
production. The stadium shall be decorated entirely by the LOC according to the WBSC BD instructions.
In addition to the venues, it is highly recommended to hang flags and/or banners in the following areas:
-

entrance and lobby of the WBSC BD hotel;
entrance and lobby of the official teams hotel;
VIP lounge (if available);
media working room;
all areas used for official dinners, meetings, concerts etc. related to the Event.

10.5.2.4 Event Branded Gifts

In the case that the organizer wishes to produce premium giveaways that display the Event/WBSC BD logo, or
mascot, the organizer should work with WBSC BD master licensee as all these rights belong to them. All artwork shall
be pre-approved by WBSC BD and WBSC BD master licensee. It is highly recommended that the LOC develops with
WBSC BD master licensee Event T-shirts, to be distributed to all the Event participants.
10.5.2.5 Logos in Email Signature

The LOC shall ensure that its employees place Event logo (as soon as its developed and officially approved) in their
email signature in an effort to maximize the tournament exposure.

10.6. Print Materials
In order to ensure that the WBSC BD and Event logos are displayed in the correct format, style and positioning
WBSC BD has prepared an WBSC BD Corporate Identity document which outlines in detail how the logos should be
used and shows clearly the positioning and relation of both the WBSC BD and Event logos as well as the commercial
partners on the various print materials such as letterheads, posters, press release paper, program front page,
accreditation cards, tickets, envelopes, business cards, etc.
Any design of the various print materials must be in accordance with the WBSC BD guidelines and must be respected
at all times. The final layout for all pages in the Event official programme, ticket front and back, posters and other
official print material relating to the Event shall be submitted to WBSC BD for approval before printing. Failure to gain
approval before printing the various materials may result in the need to reprint at the LOC cost.
Samples of any print materials must be provided to the WBSC BD office at the end of the Event.
10.6.1 Use of the Event Logo
WBSC BD is responsible to develop and design Event logo according to the WBSC BD guidelines and the logo
should be provided to LOC no later than 12 months prior to the Event. For all matters related to the Event, the LOC
shall use the Event name and logo for their own non-commercial promotional purposes.
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The following materials, which shall be produced by the LOC, must contain the Event logo and WBSC BD logo and
identification for the commercial partners:
-

official Event programme;
official Event tickets;
official Posters to promote the Event;
Event press information paper and promotional materials;
Event letterhead and general stationery (business cards, with compliments slips, LOC letterhead
paper, envelopes, etc.)
Event results and statistics paper;
Event press kit folders;
Event credentials;
Event car and bus stickers for vehicles identification
Event parking passes/stickers;
Event directional signage;
past Event statistics/records;
Event media guide.

10.6.2 Approval Procedure for Print Materials
All Event logos and commercial partner artwork shall be used exactly as shown in the WBSC BD guidelines. Color
references are also provided and artwork shall only be reproduced in the official colors shown in the WBSC BD
guidelines.
Any official print material should be submitted to WBSC BD for approval at least 1 week prior to the print deadline.
WBSC BD agrees to provide approval in writing within 72 hours.
10.6.3 Official Event Program
The LOC shall produce the official Event program and the size of the program shall be A4. The layout of the official
program must be sent to WBSC BD for approval at least 2 weeks before the deadline for printing. WBSC BD must
approve both the content and the logo use.
This program shall be an extensive publication, which can be distributed for sale to the general public. The program
must be written in both English or Spanish and the local language. Complimentary distribution shall be made to
professionals such as the media, players and team officials, National Federations, volunteers, WBSC BD officials,
VIPs and commercial and broadcast partners.
The content for the full color publication should include the following:
-

WBSC BD President and/or Secretary General’s letter of welcome;
Government authority, NOC and/or City Mayor’s letter of welcome;
extensive presentation of each team playing in the Event;
extensive presentation of the star players of each team;
history of the competition;
competition schedule;
statistical information;
useful information on the hosting city, venue and local transportation system.

The LOC shall make available to WBSC BD a maximum of 200 complimentary copies of the official program as early
as possible for distribution to the WBSC BD and to the commercial and broadcast partners.
The LOC shall receive artwork from WBSC BD for the commercial partners’ advertisements and WBSC BD
identification in the official program. A minimum number of 8 advertising pages, including the inside front cover and
the back cover, is reserved for an WBSC BD use.
10.6.4 Event Posters
The LOC shall produce official posters to promote the Event. The layout must be submitted to WBSC BD for approval
at least 10 working days before the print deadline.
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The poster has to be in 2 languages (English or Spanish and local language) and has to include the Event title,
Event-logo, WBSC BD logo and WBSC BD designated sponsors logos as well as the date and place of the Event.
10.6.5 Event Tickets
The design and layout of the Event tickets shall be as per the WBSC BD guidelines and shall be submitted to WBSC
BD for approval at least 10 working days before the print deadline.
The Event logo and WBSC BD logo should be displayed on the front of the tickets. The back of the tickets should
include sponsors logos.
10.6.6 Event Credentials
The ready-to-print file of credentials will be provided by WBSC BD via the Accreditation System (see 9.5 above).
10.6.7 Event Media Guide
Event media and broadcast guide shall be produced if deemed necessary by the WBSC BD based on a level of
media coverage and a number of media personnel onsite. The WBSC BD and LOC will work together to develop the
contents and the guide shall be printed in the host country by LOC or its designated agency.
The artwork of the front page should be developed by LOC and must be approved by WBSC BD. An English or
Spanish language version is obligatory and a version in the host country language is optional. The guide should be
ready for distribution at the start of the Event and should be complimentarily distributed to professionals such as
media, team officials, National Federations and the WBSC BD/LOC staff. A minimum number of 8 advertising pages,
including the inside front cover and the back cover, is reserved for an WBSC BD use.
Content guidelines for the guide are as follows:
-

accreditation regulations, access zones, categories;
venue media areas and facilities with detailed maps;
opening hours for media areas;
information on the media hotels;
competition schedule;
location and facilities of WBSC BD office including provision of services and opening hours;
social Events offered to the media;
information about host city;
information about venues;
regulations for photographers;
regulations for Television and Radio broadcasters;
pre and post-game procedures including schedule for press conferences;
information on WBSC BD officials.

10.6.8 Press Clipping
A complete local press clipping collection is highly recommended. Coverage period should be from one month before
to one week after the Event. A copy to be provided to the WBSC BD office as soon as possible after the end of the
Event.
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11. GAME ENTERTAINMENT AND PRESENTATION ACTIVITIES
The LOC shall develop, according to the level of the tournament and in co-operation with WBSC BD a detailed
production plan for the game presentation and game entertainment and activities. Key elements of such a plan are
the venue public announcers, the video screens, the scoreboards and the on FOP performance during game breaks
which could consist of music, a demonstration and/or public involvement.
The opening and closing ceremonies shall also be part of such a production plan but must always be in accordance
with the WBSC BD protocol. In the case of a player or team involvement, the teams should be informed in writing in
advance (at the Pre-Tournament Technical Meeting).
The LOC shall present to WBSC BD at least 1 month before the start of the Event a detailed plan/timetable of all
proposed and planned activities taking place in the venues/stadiums before, during and after the games.
Such activities should include:
opening ceremony;
5 inning stretch (T-shirt shooting, interaction between mascot and fans, souvenir distribution);
inning breaks;
at the end of the games;
closing ceremony.

11.1 Opening ceremony
An official opening ceremony shall be organized at the beginning of the tournament in the main venue. The time and
program of the opening ceremony shall be announced to the participants in advance, at the Pre-Tournament
Technical Meeting. The teams are required to attend this ceremony and should be dressed in a uniform manner.
Opening ceremony will take place 1 hour before the beginning of the first game as follows:
-

-

-

-

parade and presentation of all teams participating in the competition. Each team shall carry his own flag and
a member of the organization shall carry a sign with the name of the country;
parade and presentation of the competition Officials and local authorities;
the LOC may plan to insert as a part of the opening ceremony a sports, cultural or artistic show after the
parade of participants. In any case this part shall not exceed more than 20 minutes and shall first be
approved by the WBSC BD;
rising of the WBSC BD flag with the WBSC BD anthem being played;
Athletes Oath: a player of the local team shall proceed on behalf of all the participating athletes; the text of the
oath which cannot be modified under any circumstances, shall be as follows: «On behalf of all the players I
vow to take part in <ordinal number> WBSC BD U-12 Baseball World Cup in accordance with its rules,
accepting all decisions made by the umpires and officials and in competing with all our strength to win
through sportsmanship for the glory of international Baseball and the honor of our teams»;
Umpires Oath:an umpire of the crew working the Event shall proceed on behalf of all the officiating umpires.
The text of the oath which cannot be modified under any circumstances, shall be as follows: «In the name of
all the umpires and officials, I swear that we shall officiate in <ordinal number> WBSC BD U-12 Baseball
World Cup with complete impartiality, respecting and abiding by the rules which govern it in the true spirit of
sportsmanship»;
competition inaugural declaration:the WBSC BD President, or in his absence his representative, declares the
competition opened with the following words: «In the city of ...(name of the city), in... (name of the country),
today... (day, month, year), on behalf of the International Baseball Federation, I have the honor to declare the
<ordinal number> WBSC BD U-12 Baseball World Cup open». If the Head of State or Prime Minister of the
host country personally attends the ceremony, and the WBSC BD President or his representative consider it
appropriate under the circumstances, this latter can invite the former to pronounce the competition inaugural
declaration, in which case the following protocol shall be followed: the WBSC BD President or his
representative shall publicly address the Head of State or the Prime Minister with the following words: «Mr. ...
(or Mrs, or his/her corresponding title) on behalf of the International Baseball Federation I have the honor to
invite you to declare this competition open»; then, the first authority shall pronounce the following words: «In
the city of... (name of the city), in... (name of the country), today... (day, month, year), I declare the <ordinal
number> WBSC BD U-12 Baseball World Cup open»;
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-

further to the inaugural declaration, the national anthem of the host country shall be played at the end of
which the ceremony shall be over.

If on the LOC side there is a plan to hold a first pitch ceremony, it shall take place immediately before the beginning of
the first game; the throw corresponds to the WBSC BD President or his representative according to the following
protocol: the WBSC BD President or his representative, accompanied by the President of the Local Organizing
Committee shall enter the field and proceed to the mound; once there, the WBSC BD President shall receive from the
hands of the LOC President, the glove and the ball to throw; the catcher of the local team and the home-plate umpire
shall be standing at the home-plate, both in position; the umpire shall shout «Play ball!» and the WBSC BD President
shall throw the ball to the catcher. When the latter receives the ball the umpire shall shout «Strike!».
If a high authority of the host country or a world personality takes part in this competition, and the WBSC BD
President or his representative consider it convenient under such circumstances to invite him to throw the first pitch,
the protocol previously defined shall be followed; the WBSC BD President or his representative shall hand the glove
and the ball to the personality to allow him to throw.

11.2 Closing Ceremony
The victory ceremony shall be linked with the closing ceremony and shall take place on the FOP immediately after the
last game:
-

-

-

-

at the beginning of the ceremony, the WBSC BD flag shall remain raised; a second WBSC BD flag carried by
members of the LOC shall open the parade of the teams classified in the first three places of the competition
(entire teams); a member of the LOC shall carry a sign with the name of the country; the players of the other
teams who shall receive individual awards shall also be present on the FOP;
in the centre of the FOP in front of the VIP area there shall be 3 podiums, each wide enough for the entire
teams (players and coaches only) to stand in a row; the podium for the first placed team shall be the highest
and positioned in the middle, the podium for the second placed team shall be lower and positioned to the right
of the central podium and the podium for the third placed team shall be the lowest and positioned to the left of
the central podium; each team shall line up alongside its captain ready to step up onto the podium reserved
for it;
the selected players are presented with the individual and the All-Star Team awards;
after the final standings of the competition have been announced, the third placed team shall step onto the
podium reserved for the third place winner; the WBSC BD representative shall present a number of medals
matching the team delegation; the medals shall be presented on the podium;
the second and first placed teams shall be presented with their medals in the same way;
following this, the captain of the winning team shall be presented with the competition trophy;
the presentation of the medals and the trophy shall be followed by a maximum of 3 short speeches, with the
President of WBSC BD speaking last; the anthem of the winning team shall then be played;
the WBSC BD anthem shall be played while the WBSC BD flag is lowered; in the meantime the members of
the LOC carrying the second WBSC BD flag shall fold it and hand it to the LOC President;
then, the President of the LOC shall hand the WBSC BD flag to the WBSC BD President or to his
representative;
the WBSC BD President or in his absence his representative, shall declare the competition closed.

The LOC may plan to insert as a part of the closing ceremony a sports, cultural or artistic show, which shall take place
before the parade of participants for the awards; in any case this part shall not exceed more than 20 minutes and
shall first be approved by the WBSC BD.
At the closing ceremony, only trophies/awards from WBSC BD commercial partners, with the prior approval from
WBSC BD, may be awarded on the FOP.
The exact format of the ceremony shall be proposed by the LOC to WBSC BD at least 2 days before the final games
day and WBSC BD shall have the final approval.
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11.3 Awards, Trophies and Diplomas
The LOC shall be responsible for producing and providing the following items:
-

an optional souvenir item for each player, coach, WBSC BD Official and Guest/VIP;
individual and All-Star Team awards, except for MVP.

The WBSC BD shall produce and provide the following items:
gold medals for the first placed team;
silver medals for the second placed team;
bronze medals for the third placed team;
trophy for the winning team and MVP award.

11.4 Individual Awards, All-Star Team and MVP
WBSC BD Technical Commissioners shall select All-Star Team and MVP.
Scorer Director will deliver the names of the players for the following awards to the LOC during the gold medal game.
Individual awards:
leading hitter trophy;
pitcher with best earned run average trophy;
pitcher with best won-loss average trophy;
most runs batted in trophy;
most home runs trophy;
most stolen bases trophy;
most runs scored trophy;
outstanding defensive player trophy;
most valuable player trophy.
All-Star Team:
starting pitcher plaque;
relief pitcher plaque;
catcher plaque;
first baseman plaque;
second baseman plaque;
third baseman plaque;
shortstop plaque;
outfielder plaques (3);
designated hitter plaque.

11.5 Exhibition Games/Events
Special/side Events and exhibition Games can be planned and organized by the LOC in full respect of the
tournament’s schedule and upon approval and/or suggestion by the WBSC BD.
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12. SOCIAL FUNCTIONS
12.1 Welcome Reception
It is highly recommended to organize a welcome reception by the local authorities in all the cities hosting the Event,
the day before the competition starts. It is obligatory that the LOC, the teams and WBSC BD’s highest
representatives attend this reception. Media representatives should be informed and invited to be present too.

12.2 Official Dinner
The LOC shall host an official dinner for the Event. The place where the official dinner takes place shall be decorated
with the WBSC BD and Event flags and banners.
This dinner shall be organized with the participation of the highest local authorities and the following people shall be
invited:
-

WBSC BD representatives, staff and WBSC BD guests;
WBSC BD Commissioners, Officials, Umpires, Supervisors, Scorers;
heads of Team Delegations and 2 additional members of each Team Delegations.
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13. MEDIA AND TELEVISION
In order to guarantee a functional and efficient working environment, the LOC is requested to provide the best
possible venue facilities and equipment for the media. The LOC shall consult the WBSC BD office for the ideal media
set up for a baseball venue. The below are basic explanations related to the Event procedures and media
requirements.

13.1 Media
13.1.1 Media Officer
The LOC shall appoint a staff member to be responsible for the media. That staff member should have experience of
working with journalists at international sports Events. The media officer shall be responsible for any enquiries from
international and local journalists before and during the Event and shall work under the supervision of the WBSC BD
media representative onsite.
13.1.2 Media Accreditation
Media accreditation shall be conducted online via the WBSC BD Accreditation System.
13.1.3 Media Tribune
The media tribune is to be located around the FOP and shall be large enough to seat all accredited media. Each seat
shall be equipped with a table allowing sufficient space to work with a computer and an electricity outlet. Broadband
Internet access must be provided via wireless connection (free of charge) and access shall be separate from public
spectators. LOC shall reserve two seats for the WBSC BD media representatives.
13.1.4 Media Working Room
A media working room shall be made available for all accredited journalists. The room should be located near to the
media tribune and shall be equipped with tables and chairs, sufficient power supply, broadband Internet access, a
photocopier and pigeon holes where information (game statistics, schedules, press releases etc.) can be stored. If
possible, it is also highly recommended to provide some computers and a printer for media use.
13.1.5 Press Conference Room
The post-game press conference should start a maximum of 10 minutes after the end of medal games and for other
games, the organization of the press conference will be decided and communicated to media onsite.
The LOC shall be responsible for providing the necessary infrastructure (interpreting and technical equipment,
platform with tables and chairs). The platform should be large enough to accommodate the press conference
moderator, two representatives of each team (the manager and one player) and the Event backdrop.
13.1.6 The Mixed Zone
A mixed zone shall be set up to offer opportunities for the written press, radio and non-rights holders to interview the
players after the games.
The mixed zone should be located between the FOP and the changing rooms and/or the changing rooms and the
team buses. After the games, all players and coaches must pass through the mixed zone but they are under no
obligation to give interviews.
13.1.7 Distribution of Information
Accredited media shall be provided with a regular flow of information throughout the Event, including all competition
related data.
The minimum information to be provided on-line through WBSC BD official website must be:
Team rosters with name, age, position, B&T, uniform number (immediately after the Pre-Tournament
Technical meeting) on-line;
Game Statistics (immediately after the end of each game) real time on-line;
Schedule and Umpire nomination (before first game on each day) on-line;
Standings and Results (after last game of each day) real time on-line;
accumulated statistics of each team and statistical leaders for players (after last game of each day) also
including in the Daily Report.
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13.1.8 Photographer Area
For the photographer positions, the LOC should provide an area with a recommended height of approximately 60cm
and a length of 7m. This area should be protected by a screen (80 cm high) and placed behind the 1st and 3rd
baselines off of the FOP and should not obstruct any of the Host Broadcast television cameras or hinder in any way
the work of the host broadcaster (if present). In order to protect the players' safety, the screen must be padded.
13.1.9 Security
The LOC press office must provide a tight security system, in order to ensure that only the accredited photographers
can gain access to the photographer area. In order to simplify the security system and to clearly identify the
professional photographers, WBSC BD shall provide specific accreditation cards, which must be worn by each
photographer throughout the whole game.
13.1.10 Photographer Area for Ceremonies
During the official ceremonies of the competition a special area shall be assigned for the photographers in such a way
that they are allowed to enter on to the FOP. For the closing and medal ceremonies, this area should be in the
2-meter boundary line in front of the designated area on the FOP.
13.1.11 Team Photographs
In special instances the participating teams shall be asked to line up for a team photograph. The players shall be
dressed in their game uniforms with their shirt numbers clearly visible. A mandatory team photograph shall be taken
on the first game day of an Event. The teams shall be informed of the procedure during the Pre-Tournament
Technical Meeting.
13.1.12 WBSC BD Photographers
LOC shall provide the WBSC BD with a sufficient number of photographers to cover the games, official Events, press
conferences and opening and closing ceremonies based on the WBSC BD instruction. Photographers will be
requested to take professional quality pictures of each team, the umpire crew, the Event award winners and other
people associated with the Event. The LOC shall ensure that the photographers grant to the WBSC BD all rights, title
and interest in and to such photographs, free of any liens, restrictions or encumbrances. Photographs shall be
provided to the WBSC BD on a daily basis during the Event.
13.1.13 Internet Journalists
Internet coverage of WBSC BD Events is regulated by strict guidelines. Accredited Internet journalists shall not be
allowed to cover the Event with live statistics, live still images, live audio or video content from the games. All
accredited Internet journalist have to sign a respective acknowledgment of the Internet regulations upon pick up of
their credential.

13.2 Television
WBSC BD, as the rights holder, is responsible for the negotiation and conclusion of all contracts relating to the
worldwide transmission of all games of the tournament.
The term “Transmission” includes all coverage by terrestrial, satellite, cable and closed circuit television, Internet,
video, radio and film on a live or delayed basis whether broadcast complete or in highlights. All new technical
broadcast innovations come under these terms including IP, broadband, mobile, digital, high definition, wide screen,
compressed vision, 3-D, virtual animated graphics and video, computer or other multimedia formats.
WBSC BD alone can authorize broadcasts of all or any games of the Event, including arrangements for provision of
basic coverage and for all live and delayed broadcasts (highlights, news or otherwise) into all countries.
In addition, the provision to monitor and control photographic stills and/or computer digital recorded/transmitted stills
rests solely with WBSC BD or its designated partner. In the event that broadcasting rights be released to LOC and so
agreed upon in the hosting agreement, LOC shall comply with WBSC BD’s Production Guidelines outlined in Appendix
4.
In any case a minimum of full production, at WBSC BD required standards, of the last day of competition games,
closing ceremony and after-game interviews is required at LOC expenses and LOC shall provide the WBSC BD
office with a full footage copy before WBSC BD staff departure.
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14. SERVICES
14.1 Security
The LOC shall appoint a Security Manager who is responsible for all security related issues. This person shall be the
interface between the relevant parties on all security related questions.
The Security Manager shall be responsible for ensuring that all of the facilities to be used for the competition are fully
compliant with all safety and security standard requirements.
The LOC shall prepare a security plan, which shall be reviewed by the local authorities and approved by WBSC BD.
The security plan shall include:
security protection of official WBSC BD hotels;
security protection of all venues for practice and competitions games;
police escort is recommended for all official and announced transfers and transports between hotels,
airports, stadiums and cities;
security protection of all public social Events organized by the LOC;
entrance security checks in order to make sure no items typically prohibited at public venues are entered
and, in particular, the items specifically forbidden at WBSC BD Events such as fireworks and flags and
banners with insulting nationalistic and religious messages and flag poles longer than 1 meter;
package and bag checking at all venue entrances;
strict observance of all access rules inside and outside of the stadium which determine who accesses which
area and in which way;
ensure no unauthorized persons or fans gain access onto the FOP;
prevent any indecent or violent behaviour of spectators;
video surveillance of all areas inside and outside of stadiums.
All personnel involved in the Event must be informed of the security plan and how to react in the case of an
emergency.
A crisis scenario shall be prepared and trained with police, security agency and volunteers and shall cover the any
incidental situations.
Any significant problem must be reported immediately to the LOC and WBSC BD.
In the case of an emergency, communication with the spectators should be through the stadium’s audio system and
video screens (if present) with the use of specific messages to be prepared in advance.
14.1.1 In Stadium Product Sales
LOC is required to contact WBSC BD in regards to a plan on in stadium products sales. Details such as items to be
sold, prices and locations of shops will be requested.
The LOC shall also ensure that any beverages, food products or other products sold within the stadium cannot be
used as dangerous projectiles by spectators.
The LOC shall take all necessary measures to establish control over all food and drinks in the stadiums and to ensure
that all items for sale are compliant to the local law and pre-approved by police. Lethal materials and hard objects
which can cause injuries are prohibited.

14.2 Logistics
14.2.1 Visa Services
The local Government shall guarantee that visas shall be issued unconditionally to the Team Delegations, the entire
WBSC BD delegation, the WBSC BD commercial partners, including the host broadcaster and the media
representatives, regardless of nationality, race and creed. The LOC shall inform the respective consulates about the
delegations and individuals participating in the Event in order to help them in obtaining visas.
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14.2.2 Customs
The LOC is responsible for the customs clearance and for the transportation from the customs to each of the
preliminary round venues and/or hotels for all of the sport equipment, advertising, WBSC BD materials in general and
commercial partners’ materials related to the Event.
The LOC together with the local Government shall prepare temporary import permits for the work of all participants:
Team Delegations, WBSC BD delegation, WBSC BD commercial and broadcast partners, media, WBSC BD IT,
entertainment and security personnel, travelling to the host country in conjunction with the Event.
14.2.3 Transportation
WBSC BD and LOC shall coordinate the transportation from the country of origin to the customs of the country where
the Event takes place, for the following goods:
-

commercial partners materials (promo materials, gifts, signage etc.);
official baseballs;
credentials lanyards;
WBSC BD equipment and decoration.

The LOC shall be responsible for local transport of the above mentioned goods from the customs to the first round
venues and from the first round venues to the hotels and stadiums of those cities where the semi-finals and finals
shall take place.
All the necessary materials should be in the stadiums at least one week before the start of the Event, and be ready for
installation and distribution.
14.2.4 Storage
The LOC is responsible for the storage of all goods after the customs have been cleared until the start of the Event.
All storage costs shall be borne by the LOC.
There must be sufficient storage rooms in the stadiums for the products and goods of the commercial partners as well
as any WBSC BD equipment and advertising material.
In particular, the official baseballs shall be stored as specified by the manufacturer.

14.3 Health care services
The LOC shall provide a comprehensive medical service (including 24-hour emergency treatment) for every
participant accredited for the competition in each venue. An emergency service shall also be ready for action,
especially on game days to treat anyone inside and outside the venues. In particular, the LOC shall provide the
following:
-

24-hour on-call doctor to provide medical assistance for the participants;
ambulance and at least two health officials shall be present during the games and practice sessions;
health officials and first aid team shall be located at an area that is clearly visible and easily accessible from
all over the venue since they shall also assist the spectators if necessary;
the attention to any kind of injury, that may occur during the games, practices, transfers and/or Event
related activities, or the transportation to a hospital is the LOC responsibility;
each delegation must receive written information about the health care services available during the Event;
other information concerning other health problems and the financial responsibilities shall be announced to
the teams either in writing or during the Pre-Tournament Technical Meeting.
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Each Baseball stadium must maintain a facility that complies with these Baseball Facility Standards. There are
two classifications of standards, recommendations and requirements. Recommendations are standards that
are suggested that all facilities comply with in order to promote a more fan-friendly facility. Stadiums will be
graded based on how well they meet the recommended standards. All facilities must comply with the
standards identified as requirements. All standards in Sections 1 through 7, 9 and 10 are recommendations.
Some of the standards in Sections 8 and 11 through 13 are also recommendations. All requirements are
contained in Sections 8 and 11 through 13. These standards apply to both new and existing facilities.
Once a City or LOC submits a site to host games, WBSC BD representatives will inspect the facility for
compliance of these standards. After the inspection, a list of issues will be developed in order to meet the
critical requirements related to player safety as well as other recommendations. The list of improvements and
recommendations will become part of the agreement between the host country and WBSC BD. The LOC will
be responsible for all renovations or upgrades to their facility that does not meet the Standards outlined in this
document.
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SECTION 1.0: SEATING
1.1 SEATING CAPACITY
Seating capacities should be established to be appropriate for the size of the Baseball stadium's market. A
minimum seating capacity of 2,500 is recommended. Berm seating shall not be considered as part of the
recommended minimum seating count. Specific tournaments may require additional seating requirements.

SECTION 2.0: PUBLIC COMFORT STATIONS
2.1 COMFORT STATION DISTRIBUTION
It is recommended that each facility provide sufficient public permanent, not portable, toilet facilities and that
such facilities be distributed in accordance with the distribution of the seating locations and exiting system to
allow minimal walking distances from all parts of the facility.

SECTION 3.0: CONCESSION AND VENDING
The following standards for concessions and vending are recommended for all facilities. Many of the
conditions may be affected by an existing operational agreement between the facility and concessionaire. It is
recommended that these standards be incorporated into any new operational agreement negotiated with
future concessionaires.
3.1 CONCESSION AREAS
It is recommended that each facility provide a variety of items, food and drinks and that the concession areas
be distributed to minimize patron walking distances.
3.2 NOVELTY STANDS
It is recommended that each facility provide novelty stand(s) that act as a sales point for retail sales. It is
recommended that such novelty stand(s) present products in a professional manner commensurate with a
retail sales area.

SECTION 4.0: TICKET WINDOWS AND ENTRY TURNSTILES
4.1 TICKET WINDOWS
It is recommended that each facility provide one ticket window for each 1500 seats of total capacity.
4.2 TURNSTILES /ENTRY POSITIONS
It is recommended that each facility provide one turnstile or equivalent entry position (minimum of 30 inches
wide) for each 1500 seats of total capacity.

SECTION 5.0: SECURITY AND FIRST AID
5.1 SECURITY COMMAND POST
It is recommended that each facility provide a "command post" for Event security forces, centrally located with
provisions for removing unruly patrons from the facility.
5.2 FIRST AID STATION
It is recommended that each facility provide a first aid station during all Events. It is recommended that certified
medical personnel staff the station at all Events.

SECTION 6.0: PARKING AND FACILITY ACCESS
6.1 PARKING SPACES
It is recommended each facility provide sufficient public parking spaces. It is recommended that such parking
spaces be on-site or within a 10-minute walking distance of the stadium.
6.2 ACCESS AND CONTROL
It is recommended that each facility coordinate with local law enforcement officials to provide controlled on-site
traffic access, so as to promote a safe and trouble-free access environment.
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SECTION 7.0: SOUND SYSTEM AND SCOREBOARD
7.1 SOUND SYSTEM
It is recommended that each facility provide an acoustically balanced sound system integrated with the
capacity to deliver clear audio messages to the press box, concourses and all public areas within the facility.
7.2 SCOREBOARD
Each facility shall provide a scoreboard that provides the following as minimum requirements.
All scoreboard characters are to be large enough to be seen throughout the facility.






team names (Visitor and Home)
line score
ball-strike-out
total hit-total error
player at bat (recommended)

7.3 SCOREBOARD LOCATION
No part of any scoreboard and/or associated lighted advertising panels may be located within 50 feet of the
center line of the playing field.
7.4 CLOCK
It is recommended that each facility provide a time of day clock that is in full view of all field personnel from the
beginning of batting practice through the close of each game.

SECTION 8.0: MEDIA FACILITIES
8.1 PRESS PARKING AND ACCESS
It is recommended that each facility provide a parking area for all members of the media with direct access to
the facility. It is also recommended that parking be provided for television vans and broadcast trucks (if
present).
8.2 PUBLIC ADDRESS/SCOREBOARD PERSONNEL
It is required that each facility provide space in the press box for the public address announcer and scoreboard
operator(s). It is recommended that the PA/scoreboard area have enough space for the scoreboard
equipment.
8.3 RADIO BROADCAST BOOTHS (if present)
It is recommended that each facility provide two radio broadcast booths (home and visitor) that provide a direct
view of the entire field and facilitate the broadcast of the game. It is recommended that each booth provide
counters, chairs, power, lighting and a telephone.
8.4 TELEVISION BROADCAST AND CAMERA BOOTH (if present)
It is recommended that each facility provide a spare broadcast/camera booth available for local television
broadcasts and local television media. The booth should have a direct view of the entire field with operable
windows or closures.
8.5 PRINT MEDIA AREA
It is recommended that each facility provide a separate area with a minimum space for members of the print
media, with a direct view of the entire field. Counter, chairs, power, lighting and Wi-Fi internet connection
should be provided.
8.6 MEDIA TOILET FACILITIES
It is recommended that each facility provide media restroom facilities separate from public restrooms, located
with direct access to the press box.
8.7 MEDIA WORKROOM/LOUNGE
This type of facility shall be optional.
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SECTION 9.0: ADMINISTRATION AREA
9.1 LOC ADMINISTRATION AREA
If the tenant club has a permanent administration area away from the facility, it is recommended that an on-site
game-day team administration area be provided. If the club's permanent administration area is at the facility, it
is recommended that the area is reserved per full-time person for LOC operations, with adjacent toilet facilities.

SECTION 10.0: TEAM FACILITIES
The following shall be minimum requirements.
10.1 HOME LOCKER ROOM/DRESSING AREA
Each facility’s home change room shall be available to the home team on an exclusive use basis a minimum of
six hours before and three hours after each scheduled game or workout conducted by the team at the facility.
Each facility shall provide at least five more lockers than the Official Team Delegation (Players). A lockable
storage compartment is recommended for each locker.
It’s required a minimum space for the team dressing area (excluding training, lavatory and shower/drying
area).
10.2 SHOWER AND TOILET FACILITIES
Each facility shall provide separate shower, drying and toilet areas with:





adequate shower heads;
adequate water closets;
adequate urinals;
adequate lavatories.

10.3 TEAM EQUIPMENT ROOM
It is recommended that each facility provide adequate lockable equipment storage space contiguous with the
change room.
10.4 COACHES LOCKERS
Each facility shall provide the coaches’ lockers according the number of coaches of the Official Team
Delegation. It’s recommended that these lockers shall be in a separate room from the players’ lockers.
10.5 VISITORS LOCKERS/DRESSING AREA
Each facility’s visitors changeroom shall be available to the visiting team on an exclusive use basis a minimum
of six hours before and three hours after each scheduled game or workout conducted by the team at the
facility. The number of lockers provided shall be at least five more than the Official Team Delegation (players).
10.6 VISITORS SHOWER AND TOILET FACILITIES
Each facility shall provide separate shower, drying and toilet areas with:





adequate shower heads;
adequate water closets;
adequate urinals;
adequate lavatories.

10.7 UMPIRE FACILITIES
Each facility shall provide a private dressing, shower and toilet facility for umpires with a minimum of 4 lockers.
10.8 FIELD/DUGOUT ACCESS
It is recommended that each facility provide a direct access route to the dugout/playing field. It is
recommended that similar access be provided for the umpires.
10.9 PLAYER AND OFFICIALS PARKING
It is recommended that each facility designate a parking area with changeroom access for players and other
uniformed team personnel.
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SECTION 11.0: PLAYING FIELD
11.1 FIELD DIMENSIONS
All field dimensions shall comply with the minimum dimensions specified for the category in the Official
Baseball Rules.
11.2 PLAYING SURFACE
Each facility shall provide a field surface (natural) without major defects, safety hazards or "trip-hazards" that
could affect the normal play of the game or safety of the players. Fences, walls or other intrusions adjacent to
the field of play shall be padded. Warning track material shall be continuous and identify all zones within 15
feet of all walls and fences. This warning track must be of a material to provide visual and tactile notice of a
significant change in surface type.
11.3 FIELD GRADE
The maximum allowable grade from the base of the pitcher's mound to the warning track in foul territory shall
be 6 inches. The maximum allowable grade from second base to the outfield warning track shall be 20 inches.
11.4 FIELD WALL
The permanent outfield wall or fence shall be a minimum of 6 feet high.
11.5 DUGOUTS
Each facility must provide two enclosed dugouts (home and visitor). Each dugout must include a bench to
accommodate 25 to 30 uniformed personnel. A bench with seatback is recommended. It is recommended that
each dugout have a helmet rack for a minimum of 15 helmets and a bat rack for a minimum of 30 bats. It is
recommended that a bat swing/storage area be directly accessible to each dugout. It is recommended that
each dugout include a refrigerated water cooler (drinking fountain) and provide direct access to a restroom. It is
recommended that all facilities have telephones connecting the dugouts to the scorer box. All dugouts shall
provide as feasible an anti-skid surface as possible on steps and walkways, such as wood, matting or artificial
turf, but not roughened concrete.
11.6 FIELD EQUIPMENT
Each facility shall provide the following field equipment. Examples given shall serve as guidelines for
equipment quality, and the equipment provided shall meet or exceed the examples specified. All equipment
will require approval from, WBSC BD’s facility and field Coordinator. All equipment not meeting the
requirements will be the responsibility of the host country to provide.
11.6.1 BATTING CAGE

Each facility shall provide a full cover batting cage. Each batting cages shall have minimum dimensions of 18
feet wide, 14 feet deep and 9 feet high. It is recommended that the cage be portable and made of an aluminum
frame to provide maximum maintainability. It is recommended that a gate large enough to allow the batting
cage to be freely taken to and from the playing field be provided. Periodic checks of the batting cage and all
screens shall be performed to verify frame and net integrity
11.6.2 FIELD SCREENS

Each facility shall provide a pitching screen, first base screen, 2 nd base/double play screen, and a shag
protector screen. Screens shall have the following minimum dimensions:




pitching screen: 8 feet high x 8 feet wide with a 4-foot x 4-foot notch in upper corner;
double play screen: 7 feet high x 14 feet wide with hinged wings;
first base and shag protector screens: 7 feet high x 8 feet wide.

Periodic checks of the batting cage and all screens shall be performed to verify frame and net integrity.
11.6.3 FOUL POLES

Each facility shall provide two foul poles of a bright color which are a minimum of 30 feet high (45 feet high is
recommended) with a screen to the fair side of the pole. No white signs shall be allowed immediately adjacent
to each side of the foul pole.
11.6.4 FLAG POLE

It is recommended that each facility provide a flag pole in clear view of the entire seating bowl for:


national flag of the nation in which the facility is located;



national flags of the two teams;



WBSC BD flag.
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11.7 FIELD LIGHTING
All lighting systems shall maintain the average illumination of 800 lux in the vertical plane (towards the camera
lens) infield and spread evenly on the baseball FOP area without any shadows or patches. The rest should
have sufficient illumination (approximately 500 lux for the outfield). When the game is broadcasted the
minimum average illumination is:


1000 lux the vertical plane (towards the camera lens) infield and spread evenly on the baseball
FOP area without any shadows or patches;



750 lux in the outfield.

11.8 BATTING CAGE GATE
It is recommended that each facility provide a gate large enough to allow the batting cage to be freely taken to
and from the playing field.
11.9 BACKSTOP
Each facility shall provide a backstop behind home plate. The configuration and dimensions shall vary due to
sight-lines for the press box and insurance requirements for the facility. Periodic inspections shall be
performed to insure the integrity of the backstop.
11.10 PLAYING FIELD TARPS
It is recommended that each facility provide a full infield tarp and pitcher's mound, home plate, base pit, and
bullpen tarps. It is recommended that the tarps be oversized to prevent water from running under the edge to a
dirt area. The tarps shall be stored in an easily accessible location but in a way not to create a safety hazard on
the playing field.

SECTION 12.0: MAINTENANCE
This section outlines requirements and recommendations for overall maintenance of the facility and playing
field in a professional manner.
12.1 FACILITY MAINTENANCE AND CLEANLINESS
The clubhouses and all public areas are required to be clean, freshly painted and completely free of trash and
rubbish. Each facility shall follow a maintenance program for interior repairs and touch-ups to maintain the
professional atmosphere of the facility.
12.2 FIELD MAINTENANCE
The playing field shall be maintained at the highest possible professional level. Every reasonable effort shall be
made to insure the safety of the players and the smooth play of the game. The facility shall follow professional
practices as outlined WBSC BD’s Field and Facility Committee and shall utilize proper maintenance
equipment. Nail-drags, screens, tampers and rakes are recommended to maintain all dirt areas.
Proper turf care equipment (mowers, tractors, etc.) shall be used, and an appropriate maintenance plan shall
be developed and followed to care for the playing field. Review of all equipment and staffing prior to approval of
facility for tournament will be required. If areas are found non satisfactory during the evaluation walkthrough
the facility operators will be required to hire WBSC BD’s recommended renovation professionals to perform the
renovations.
Weather is a key component to the game. It is required that each facility has some type of real time weather
data equipment located at the stadium. These systems should have the capacity to determine weather related
issues regarding covering the field with the big rain cover as well as collecting rainwater to measure for
insurance purposes.
12.2.1 PLAYING FIELD RECONDITIONING
The pitcher’s mound and Home plate areas shall be reconditioned prior to each game through the use of
specific clay materials and tampers. The clay materials of the mound should have a consistency of 50% clay,
40% sand, 10% silt. The infield shall clays should have a consistency of 40% clay, 50% sand 10% silt.
The turf grass should be free of weeds and undulations. Mowing equipment should be triplex type mowers. All
grass should be established by at least 4 inches of root growth prior to tournament play. A turfgrass
maintenance program will be requested as part of the LOC proposal. Warning track materials shall be made of
a product that drains well and no stones larger than ¼ inch in size should be on the warning track.
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Each field should have access to all equipment necessary to maintain the field during the tournament. Turf
protection covers, pitching decks, fungo circles, hitting mats etc.
12.2.2 FIELD MAINTENANCE MATERIALS

It is required that each facility have a sufficient amount of drying material on hand at all times for reconditioning
the infield. All Materials must be approved by WBSC BD. A chemical drying agent and/or calcined clay such as
Diamond Pro, Pros choice or surface may be used in combination to stabilize areas affected by excessive
moisture. Sand should not be the sole drying agent on any field.
Each Facility should have paint to mark the field outfield lines and white powder non-caustic chalk to mark the
lines on the infield and batter’s box.
12.2.3 LAYOUT OF PLAYING FIELD

The entire playing field shall be laid out to coincide with the provisions of Sections 1.04 through 1.08 of the
Official Baseball Rules.
12.2.4 IRRIGATION SYSTEM

It is recommended that each facility provide a full field irrigation system as well as water lines 1 ½ inches or
larger behind both home plate and second base for watering the infield grass and base pit areas. It is
recommended that a series of water outlets 1 inch or larger be distributed around the playing field in order to
water the field if the irrigation system should become inoperable. It is recommended that a full-field irrigation
system be provided at each existing facility.
12.2.5 FIELD DRAINAGE SYSTEM

It is recommended that each facility provide an under field drainage system integrated into the sub base of the
turf (natural or synthetic) surface. This system shall be a system of a drain tile fields in a porous collection bed
(or similar system) below the turf base. It is recommended an optimal slope of .5% be maintained from the
base of the pitcher's mound to the baselines and from second base to the outfield warning track.
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APPENDIX 2

BIDDING PROCEDURES AND EXPRESSION OF
INTEREST TO HOST WBSC BD EVENT
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BIDDING PROCEDURES FOR WBSC BD EVENT
In order to bid to host an WBSC BD Event, formal documents need to be submitted to the WBSC BD office 3
years before the proposed Event year. WBSC BD office will then review the submitted applications and will
bring to the WBSC BD Executive Board for final approval. The final decision will be made at latest 2 years prior
to the Event year. An entity bidding for an WBSC BD Event may be requested to provide further information
and/or representative(s) may be requested to attend an WBSC BD official meeting to present their bidding
case any time before the final decision.
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EXPRESSION OF INTEREST TO HOST WBSC BD EVENT
Documents to be submitted shall use the following format, addressing all matters listed. If a bidding entity
desires to provide additional documentation and/or information, attach at the end of this form.
NATIONAL FEDERATION:
_________________________________________________________________
WBSC BD EVENT SOUGHT: (include Event year)
_________________________________________________________________
CONTACT PERSON FOR NATIONAL FEDERATION OR EVENT ORGANIZATION
NAME: ………………………………………………………………………………….………………………...
POSITION:

………………………………………………………………………………………….…………

TELEPHONE: (….)…………………….(… ) …………………
MOBILE: (…)…………………………
POSTAL ADDRESS:….…………………………………………………………………………………………
ZIP CODE:………………………………
PROPOSED VENUE(S)
NUMBER OF STADIUMS………………………………..
NUMBER OF CITIES INVOLVED……………………….
VENUE(S):…………………………………………………………………………………………….
ADDRESS(ES):…….………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
ZIP CODE(S):…………………………
TELEPHONE(S):(……) ……………………………….………………………………………………..
FAX(ES): (……) …………………………………………………………………………………………..
E-MAIL ADDRESS(ES)…………………………………………………………………………………………….
WEBSITE(S) …………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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1. REASON FOR BIDDING TO HOST AN WBSC BD EVENT

a. Describe all concrete reasons that have motivated your institution to bid for the organization of
the Event and any benefits expected to be obtained.
Details:
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2. NATIONAL, REGIONAL AND LOCAL CHARACTERISTICS

a. Describe the structure of the entity bidding to host the competition and its relationship with other
relevant bodies (Government, NOC, NF, Regional Federations, Professional Bodies). Attach an
organizational structure chart with the departments and names of personnel in charge of each area.
Details:

b. Governmental support for the bid at a national, regional and local level. If
yes, enclose original documents.

Yes

No

Yes

No

Details:

c. Support for the bid from sports authorities and the NOC. If yes, enclose
original documents.
Details:
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d. Describe any possible foreseen Events that might influence the
competition.

Yes

No

Details:

3. ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE

a. Describe the organizational profile of the applying entity or entities. If the National Federation
plans to assign another entity or institution to organize the Event, a detailed reference must be
made hereunder. If such entity has hosted any international or local Events that might be equivalent
to the WBSC BD Event that you are bidding for, please describe here.
Details:
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4. LEGAL, IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS

a. Confirm your commitment to following the WBSC BD rules in the following areas
- Protection of the trademarks and WBSC BD logos
- Ambush marketing and protection against illegal marketing
- Non-existence of pre-established agreements (advertising in and outside venues)
- Securing entry visas/landing permission for all participants. List countries with which your
nation does not maintain diplomatic relations.
Details:

b. A great deal of goods is expected to be imported to the host nation before, during and after the
tournament. Describe any necessary procedure in regards to import, use and export of goods.
Details:

c. Describe any kind of taxation which may be applied to any aspects concerning the organization
of the Event.
Details:
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5. METEOROLOGICAL AND ECOLOGICAL ASPECTS
a. Describe geographical and climatological aspects of all cities where the competition will be held
(precipitation, altitude, temperature, humidity, wind, fog etc.)
Details:

b. Describe the level of pollution where the competition will be held
Details:

c. Confirm your agreement to purchase material/equipment (i.e.: tarp) in order to operate the Event despite
rain if requested
Details:
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6. SECURITY
a. Specify the crime rate in the city or cities where the Event will be held and describe possible security risks
during the Event.
Details:

b. Describe overall security plan
Details:
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7. INSURANCE AND MEDICAL SERVICES
a. Describe the details of your medical/health insurance and civil/third party liability insurance according to the
guidelines (see 1.4 of the Event Manual)
Details:

b. Describe epidemiology risks (if any) in the city or cities where the Event will be held
Details:

c. Describe plans on onsite first aid service at venues and accommodation and involvement of local hospitals
Details:
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8. COMPETITION PROGRAM
a. Indicate distance between stadiums if multiple stadiums are used
Details:

b. Indicate seating capacity of each stadium
Details:

c. Describe about setup of dressing rooms for players and umpires at each stadium and attach photos
Details:

d. Confirm that broadband wireless network can be made available free of charge at each stadium
Details:

e. When do you propose site inspection to take place (no later than 12 months before the proposed Event
date)
Details:

f. Explain on the ownership of the proposed stadiums and their availability for the Event
Details:
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g. If any, indicate any restrictions on facility use
Details:

h. Describe current conditions of the playing fields, facilities, details and schedule of additional work required
Details:

i. Insert a blueprint of each stadium including the following areas:
playing field, spectators stands, locker rooms for players and umpires, dugouts, warm-up areas/bullpens,
media areas, photographer area, stands reserved for press, conference room, WBSC BD office, LOC Office,
accreditation center, VIP lounge.
Details:

j. Describe how you plan to organize welcome party, cultural program and hospitality program (VIP lounge)
Details:

k. Confirm the ability to organize opening and closing ceremonies according to WBSC BD protocol
Details:

l. Describe side and promotional Events/press conference that you plan to hold
Details:
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m. Describe the location, facility conditions of practice site at each venue/city. Also indicate the distance to
tournament stadiums
Details:

n. Explain a recruitment process of volunteers and plan on how to train and educate them and what roles
volunteers will play in LOC.
Details:

o. Confirm if all meetings can be organized according to WBSC BD regulations and instructions from WBSC
BD office
Details:

p. Confirm if accreditation management can be dealt with according to WBSC BD regulations and instructions
from WBSC BD office
Details:

q. Describe plan on staffing for ground crew, PA announcer and score board management
Details:

r. Confirm if the game protocol (lineups, flags, national anthems etc.) can be organized according to WBSC
BD regulations and instructions from WBSC BD office
Details:
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9. LOGISTICS
a. Indicate the name and website of hotels you propose to use for the following participants.
Details:
Teams:
WBSC BD officials/staff/VIPs:
b. Suggest accommodation for media (if a number of international media present)
Details:

c. Suggest accommodation for family and supporters of teams (if present)
Details:

d. Indicate the distance from competition stadiums, hotels and the closest international airport.
Details:

e. Describe how you plan to organize ground transportation for all participants (according to chapter 7 of the
Event Manual)
Details:

f. Describe information about local public transportation and access to stadiums for fans and media
Details:

g. Confirm if a sufficient number of parking lots can be made available (see Appendix 1, chapter 6 of the Event
Manual).
Details:
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10. PROMOTION AND MARKETING
a. Describe promotional plan and strategies in an effort to generate and develop awareness and exposure of
the Event.
Details:

b. Describe plan on how to maximize the ticket sales
Details:
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11. FINANCE
a. Describe how you plan to secure sufficient financial resources to successfully operate the Event. Specify
revenue sources.
Details:

b. Describe the overall budget with revenues and expenses
Details:

c. Organizational right fee: US$100,000.
Declaration of acceptance:
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COMPETITION VENUE INFORMATION CHECKLIST
VENUE NAME

1.
2.
3.
4.

VENUE NUMBER

1

2

3

4

LIGHTING (see Appendix 1, 11.8)
WARNING TRACK
GROUND TARPS
GROUND EQUIPMENT
VIDEO BOARD
BACKSTOP DISTANCE FROM
HOME PLATE
DUGOUTS
BULLPEN
PADDED FENCING
FIELD DIMENSIONS (LF-CF-RF)
SCOREBOARD
(include type)
TYPE OF INFIELD
(i.e. grass or running tracks &
cut-outs)
BATTER EYE (IF PRESENT)
NO. OF SPECTATOR SEATS

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
Please attach advice of any special information regarding any matter which would support this application.
(i.e.: experience at conduct of WBSC BD Events, recent upgrades to facilities, others).
Once completed, the “Expression of Interest” must be submitted to the WBSC BD Headquarters by email and
post.
WBSC BD – World Baseball Softball Confederation
Maison du Sport International
Avenue de Rhodanie 54
1007 - Lausanne
Switzerland
Email: baseball@wbsc.org
Tel: +41 21 318 8240
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APPENDIX 3

TOURNAMENT FORMAT

16-TEAM FORMAT
The 16 teams are divided into one groups of 8, taking into account the results achieved in previous years
in order to have as balanced grouping as possible.

Group B

Group A
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

First Round
In the first phase, each team will play 7 games in 8 days (round robin) as follows:

I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P

(The top 4 teams of each group in 1st round will qualify for the second round, Group C)

Second Round
In the 2nd round each team will play against each team of the other group.
Countries qualified for the 2nd round from Group A will be classified as follows:
1st in Group A = 1, 2nd = 2, 3rd = 3, 4th = 4.
Countries qualified for the 2nd round from Group B will be classified as follows:
1st in Group B = 5, 2nd = 6, 3rd = 7, 4th = 8.

Establishing home and visitor teams in 2nd round/Group C shall be done by the drawing of lots if the standings
of the preliminary rounds are equal (ex: 1st of Group A vs 1st of Group B). However, teams with higher seed in
the preliminary rounds should be given home team (ex: 1st Group A vs 2nd Group B, then 1st Group A will be
home team)
For Final Round, teams with higher seed will be given home team and in case of a tie, WBSC BD tie breaker
rules will be applied.

Final Round
Rankings for the Final Round will be determined based upon the records of 4 games played in
2nd round and 3 games of the first round played between 4 teams that advance to the 2 nd
round.
Ex: A, B, C, D qualified for 2nd round;
For team A, the records of A vs B, A vs C and A vs D as well as 4 games of 2 nd round will be
considered.
Top 2 teams will play the gold medal game
3rd and 4th place teams move to Bronze medal game
5th and 6th place teams will play for 5th place.
7th and 8th place teams will play for 7th place.

Finals
Date

Day 14

Game

Home

Visitors

7th Place

7th classified

vs

8th classified

5th Place

5th classified

vs

6th classified

Bronze Medal

3rd classified

vs

4th classified

Gold Medal

1st classified

vs

2nd classified

Medal Games

15-TEAM FORMAT
The 15 teams are divided in a group of 8 and a group of 7, taking into account the results achieved
in previous years in order to have as balanced grouping as possible.
Group A
1
A
2
B
3
C
4
D
5
E
6
F
7
G
8
H

Group B
1
I
2
J
3
K
4
L
5
M
6
N
7
O

First Round
In the first phase, each team of Group A will play 7 games in 8 days and each team of Group B will
play 6 games in 8 days (round robin) as follows:
Group A
Date

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Home

Game

Visitor

Home

Game

Visitor

A

vs

B

I

vs

K

C

vs

D

J

vs

L

E

vs

F

M

vs

G

vs

H

O

B

vs

F

N

vs

I

D

vs

G

M

vs

K

H

vs

E

L

vs

O

A

vs

C

J

C

vs

B

K

vs

J

F

vs

H

O

vs

M

D

vs

A

I

vs

L

E

vs

G

N

Day 4

Day 5

Day 6

Day 7

Group B

Rest day

N
Rest day

Rest day

Rest day
Rest day

C

vs

F

K

vs

O

A

vs

G

J

vs

I

D

vs

E

N

vs

L

H

vs

B

M

D

vs

H

I

vs

M

E

vs

C

O

vs

J

G

vs

B

K

vs

N

F

vs

A

L

F

vs

D

M

vs

J

B

vs

E

L

vs

K

G

vs

C

N

vs

O

H

vs

A

I

Rest day

Rest day

Rest day

Day 8

H

vs

C

J

vs

N

B

vs

D

M

vs

L

A

vs

E

I

vs

O

G

vs

F

K

Day 9

Rest day

Rest day
Rest day

(The top 4 teams of each group in 1st round will qualify for the second round, Group C)

Second Round
In the 2nd round each team will play against each team of the other group.
Countries qualified for the 2nd round from Group A will be classified as follows:
1st in Group A = 1, 2nd = 2, 3rd = 3, 4th = 4.
Countries qualified for the 2nd round from Group B will be classified as follows:
1st in Group B = 5, 2nd = 6, 3rd = 7, 4th = 8.
Group C
Date

Home

Visitors

3

vs

6

2

vs

7

5

vs

4

1

vs

8

7

vs

4

6

Vs

1

2

vs

5

8

vs

3

5

vs

3

8

vs

2

7

vs

1

4

vs

6

3

vs

7

4

vs

8

6

vs

2

1

vs

5

Day 10

Day 11

Day 12

Day 13

Establishing home and visitor teams in 2nd round/Group C shall be done by the drawing of lots if the standings
of the preliminary rounds are equal (ex: 1st of Group A vs 1st of Group B). However, teams with higher seed in
the preliminary rounds should be given home team (ex: 1st Group A vs 2nd Group B, then 1st Group A will be
home team). For Final Round, teams with higher seed will be given home team and in case of a tie, WBSC BD
tie breaker rules will be applied.

Final Round
Rankings for the Final Round will be determined based upon the records of 4 games played in 2nd round and 3
games of the first round played between 4 teams that advance to the 2 nd round.
Ex: A, B, C, D qualified for 2nd round; for team A, the records of A vs B, A vs C and A vs D as well as 4 games
of 2nd round will be considered.
Top 2 teams will play the gold medal game
3rd and 4th place teams move to Bronze medal game
5th and 6th place teams will play for 5th place.
7th and 8th place teams will play for 7th place.

Finals
Date

Day 14

Game

Home

Visitors

7th Place

7th classified

vs

8th classified

5th Place

5th classified

vs

6th classified

Bronze Medal

3rd classified

vs

4th classified

Gold Medal

1st classified

vs

2nd classified

Medal Games

14-TEAM FORMAT
The 14 teams are divided into two groups of 7, taking into account the results achieved
in previous years in order to have as balanced grouping as possible.
Group A
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Group B

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

H
I
J
K
L
M
N

First Round
In the first phase, each team will play 6 games in 7 days (round robin) as follows:
Group A
Date

Day 1

Home

Game

Visitor

Home

Game

Visitor

A

vs

B

H

vs

J

C

vs

D

I

vs

K

E

vs

F

L

vs

M

G

Day 2

Rest day
vs

F

D

vs

A

vs

H

G

L

vs

J

C

K

vs

N
Rest day

I

vs

B

J

vs

I

D

vs

A

N

vs

L

E

vs

G

H

vs

K

Rest day

Rest day

M

C

vs

F

J

Vs

N

A

vs

G

I

Vs

H

D

vs

E

M

vs

K

Rest day

Rest day

L

E

vs

C

H

vs

L

G

vs

B

N

vs

I

F

vs

A

J

vs

M

D

Day 6

vs

C

B

Day 5

M

Rest day

F

Day 4

Rest day

N

B

E

Day 3

Group B

Rest day

F

vs

D

B

vs

G

vs

A

Rest day

Rest day

K
L

vs

I

E

K

vs

J

C

M

vs

N

H

Rest day

Day 7

B

vs

D

I

vs

M

A

vs

E

L

vs

K

G

vs

F

H

vs

N

C

Rest day

Day 8

Rest day

J

Rest day

Rest day

(The top 4 teams of each group in 1st round will qualify for the second round, Group C)

Second Round
In the 2nd round each team will play against each team of the other group.
Countries qualified for the 2nd round from Group A will be classified as follows:
1st in Group A = 1, 2nd = 2, 3rd = 3, 4th = 4.
Countries qualified for the 2nd round from Group B will be classified as follows:
1st in Group B = 5, 2nd = 6, 3rd = 7, 4th = 8.
Group C
Date

Home

Visitors

3

vs

6

2

vs

7

5

vs

4

1

vs

8

7

vs

4

6

Vs

1

2

vs

5

8

vs

3

5

vs

3

8

vs

2

7

vs

1

4

vs

6

3

vs

7

4

vs

8

6

vs

2

1

vs

5

Day 9

Day 10

Day 11

Day 12

Establishing home and visitor teams in 2nd round/Group C shall be done by the drawing of lots if the standings
of the preliminary rounds are equal (ex: 1st of Group A vs 1st of Group B). However, teams with higher seed in
the preliminary rounds should be given home team (ex: 1st Group A vs 2nd Group B, then 1st Group A will be
home team). For Final Round, teams with higher seed will be given home team and in case of a tie, WBSC BD
tie breaker rules will be applied.

Final Round
Rankings for the Final Round will be determined based upon the records of 4 games played in 2nd round and 3
games of the first round played between 4 teams that advance to the 2 nd round. Ex: A, B, C, D qualified for 2nd
round; for team A, the records of A vs B, A vs C and A vs D as well as 4 games of 2nd round will be considered.
Top 2 teams will play the gold medal game
3rd and 4th place teams move to Bronze medal game
5th and 6th place teams will play for 5th place.
7th and 8th place teams will play for 7th place.

Finals
Date

Day 13

Game

Home

Visitors

7th Place

7th classified

vs

8th classified

5th Place

5th classified

vs

6th classified

Bronze Medal

3rd classified

vs

4th classified

Gold Medal

1st classified

vs

2nd classified

Medal Games

13-TEAM FORMAT
The 13 teams are divided in group of 7 and a group of 6, taking into account the results achieved in previous
years in order to have as balanced grouping as possible.
Group A
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Group B

a
b
c
d
e
f
g

1
2
3
4
5
6

H
I
J
K
L
M

First Round
In the first phase, each team of Group A will play 6 games in 7 days and each team of Group B will play
5 games in 7 days (round robin) as follows:

Group A
Date

Day 1

Home

Game

Home

Game

Visitor

A

vs

B

H

vs

I

vs

D

J

vs

K

E

vs

F

L

vs

M

Rest day

B

vs

F

I

vs

L

D

vs

G

K

vs

H

A

vs

C

M

vs

J

E

Day 3

Visitor

C
G

Day 2

Group B

Rest day

C

vs

B

D

vs

A

E

vs

G

F

Rest day

Rest day

(The top 4 teams of each group in 1st round will qualify for the second round, Group C)

Day 4

C

vs

F

M

Vs

I

A

vs

G

H

Vs

J

D

vs

E

K

vs

L

J

vs

I
L
M

B

Day 5

E

vs

C

G

vs

B

H

vs

F

vs

A

K

vs

D

Day 6

vs

D

B

vs

E

G

vs

C

Rest day

Rest day

B

vs

D

L

vs

J

A

vs

E

I

vs

K

G

vs

F

M

vs

H

C
Day 8

Rest day

F

A

Day 7

Rest day

Rest day
Rest day

Rest day

Second Round
In the 2nd round each team will play against each team of the other group.
Countries qualified for the 2nd round from Group A will be classified as follows:
1st in Group A = 1, 2nd = 2, 3rd = 3, 4th = 4.
Countries qualified for the 2nd round from Group B will be classified as follows:
1st in Group B = 5, 2nd = 6, 3rd = 7, 4th = 8.
Group C
Date

Home
3

Day 9

Day 10

Day 11

Day 12

Group D
Visitors

vs

Date

6

2

vs

7

5

vs

4

1

vs

8

Day 9

Home

Visitors

9

vs

12

10

vs

13

11
Day 10

Rest Day

11

vs

9

10

Vs

12

7

vs

4

6

vs

1

13

2

vs

5

13

vs

9

8

vs

3

11

vs

12

5

vs

3

10

8

vs

2

10

vs

11

7

vs

1

12

vs

13

4

vs

6

9

3

vs

7

9

vs

10

4

vs

8

11

vs

13

6

vs

2

1

vs

5

Day 11

Day 12

Day 13

12

Rest Day

Rest Day

Rest Day

Rest Day

Establishing home and visitor teams in 2nd round/Group C shall be done by the drawing of lots
if the standings of the preliminary rounds are equal (ex: 1st of Group A vs 1st of Group B).
However, teams with higher seed in the preliminary rounds should be given home team (ex: 1st Group A vs 2nd
Group B, then 1st Group A will be home team). For Final Round, teams with higher seed will be given home
team and in case of a tie, WBSC BD tie breaker rules will be applied.

Final Round
Rankings for the Final Round will be determined based upon the records of 4 games played in 2 nd round and 3
games of the first round played between 4 teams that advance to the 2 nd round. Ex: A, B, C, D qualified for 2nd
round. For team A, the records of A vs B, A vs C and A vs D as well as 4 games of 2nd round will be considered.
Top 2 teams will play the gold medal game
3rd and 4th place teams move to Bronze medal game
5th and 6th place teams will play for 5th place.
7th and 8th place teams will play for 7th place.
Finals
Date

Day 13

Game

Home

Visitors

7th Place

7th classified

vs

8th classified

5th Place

5th classified

vs

6th classified

Bronze Medal 3rd classified

vs

4th classified

Gold Medal

vs

2nd classified

Medal Games
1st classified

12-TEAM FORMAT
The 12 teams are divided into two groups of 6, taking into account the results achieved in previous years in
order to have as balanced grouping as possible.
Group A
1
2
3
4
5
6

Group B
a
b
c
d
e
f

1
2
3
4
5
6

g
h
i
j
k
l

First Round
In the first phase, each team will play 5 games in 5 days (round robin) as follows:
Group B

Group A
Date
Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5
Day 6

Home

Visitor

Date

Home

Visitor

g

VS

h

i

VS

j

f

k

VS

l

VS

e

h

VS

k

d

VS

a

j

VS

g

f

VS

c

l

VS

i

f

VS

b

l

VS

h

a

VS

c

g

VS

i

d

VS

e

j

VS

k

c

VS

b

i

VS

h

a

VS

e

g

VS

k

j

VS

l

a

VS

b

c

VS

d

e

VS

b

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

d

VS

f

e

VS

c

k

VS

i

h

VS

j

l

VS

G

b

VS

d

f

VS

a

Day Rest

Day 5
Day 6

Day Rest

(The top 3 teams of each group in 1st round will qualify for the second round, Group C, and the bottom 3 teams
of each group will advance to consolation round, Group D)

Second Round
In the 2nd round each team will play against each team of the other group. Countries qualified for the 2nd
round from Group A will be classified as follows:
1st in Group A = 1, 2nd = 2, 3rd = 3, 4th = 7, 5th = 8, 6th = 9
Countries qualified for the 2nd round from Group B will be classified as follows:
1st in Group B = 4, 2nd = 5, 3rd = 6, 4th = 10, 5th = 11, 6th = 12
Group C
Date

Day 7

Day 8

Day 9

Home

Group D
Visitor

1

VS

6

2

VS

5

3

VS

6

Date

Home

Visitor

7

VS

12

8

VS

11

4

9

VS

10

VS

3

12

VS

9

5

VS

1

11

VS

7

4

VS

2

10

VS

8

2

VS

6

8

VS

12

3

VS

5

9

VS

11

1

VS

4

7

VS

10

Day 7

Day 8

Day 9

Establishing home and visitor teams in 2nd round/Group C shall be done by the drawing of lots if the standings
of the preliminary rounds are equal (ex: 1st of Group A vs 1st of Group B). However, teams with higher seed in
the preliminary rounds should be given home team (ex: 1st Group A vs 2nd Group B, then 1st Group A will be
home team). For Final Round, teams with higher seed will be given home team and in case of a tie,
WBSC BD tie breaker rules will be applied.

Final Round
Rankings for the Final Round will be determined based upon the records of 3 games played in 2 nd
round and 2 games of the first round played between 3 teams that advance to the 2 nd round.
Ex: A, B, C qualified for 2nd round and D, E and F eliminated after the first round and go to Group D
(consolation round)
For team A, the records of A vs B, A vs C as well as 3 games of 2nd round will be considered.
Top 2 teams will play the gold medal game
3rd and 4th place teams move to Bronze medal game
5th and 6th place teams will play for 5th place.
7th and 8th place teams will play for 7th place.

Finals
Date
Game
Home
7th Place
7th classified VS
5th Place
5th classified VS
Day 10
Medal Games
Day 11 Bronze Medal 3rd classified VS
Gold Medal 1st classified VS

Visitors
8th classified
6th classified
4th classified
2nd classified

11-TEAM FORMAT
The 11 teams are divided into a group of 6 and a group of 5, taking into account the results achieved in
previous years in order to have as balanced grouping as possible.

Group A
1
2
3
4
5
6

Group B

a
b
c
d
e
f

1
2
3
4
5

g
h
i
j
k

First Round
In the first phase, each team of Group A will play 5 games in 5 days and each team of Group B will play 4
games in 5 days (round robin) as follows:
Group C
Date

Day 7

Day 8

Day 9

Group D

Home

Visitor

Date

Home

Visitor

1

VS

6

2

VS

5

3

VS

4

7

6

VS

3

11

VS

7

5

VS

1

10

VS

8

4

VS

2

9

2

VS

6

9

VS

11

3

VS

5

7

VS

10

1

VS

4

Day 7

Day 8

Day 9

8

VS

11

9

VS

10

8

Rest day

Rest day

Rest day

(The top 3 teams of each group in 1st round will qualify for the second round, Group C, and the others teams of
each group will advance to consolation round, Group D)

Second Round
In the 2nd round each team will play against each team of the other group. Countries qualified for the 2nd
round from Group A will be classified as follows: 1st in Group A = 1, 2nd = 2, 3rd = 3, 4th = 7, 5th = 8, 6th = 9
Countries qualified for the 2nd round from Group B will be classified as follows:
1st in Group B = 4, 2nd = 5, 3rd = 6, 4th = 10, 5th = 11

Group C
Date

Day 7

Day 8

Day 9

Home

Group D
Visitor

Date

Home

Visitor

1

VS

6

2

VS

5

3

VS

4

7

6

VS

3

11

VS

7

5

VS

1

10

VS

8

4

VS

2

9

2

VS

6

9

VS

11

3

VS

5

7

VS

10

1

VS

4

Day 7

Day 8

Day 9

8

VS

11

9

VS

10

8

Rest day

Rest day

Rest day

Establishing home and visitor teams in 2nd round/Group C shall be done by the drawing of lots if the standings
of the preliminary rounds are equal (ex: 1st of Group A vs 1st of Group B). However, teams with higher seed in
the preliminary rounds should be given home team (ex: 1st Group A vs 2nd Group B, then 1st Group A will be
home team). For Final Round, teams with higher seed will be given home team and in case of a tie, WBSC BD
tie breaker rules will be applied.

Final Round
Rankings for the Final Round will be determined based upon the records of 3 games played in 2 nd round and 2
games of the first round played between 3 teams that advance to the 2 nd round. Same rule for Group D.
Ex: A, B, C qualified for 2nd round and D, E and F eliminated after the first round and go to Group D (consolation
round)
For team A, the records of A vs B, A vs C as well as 3 games of 2nd round will be considered.
Top 2 teams will play the gold medal game
3rd and 4th place teams move to Bronze medal game
5th and 6th place teams will play for 5th place.
7th and 8th place teams will play for 7th place.
9th and 10th place teams will play for 9th place.

Finals
Home
9th classified VS
7th classified VS
5th classified VS
Day 10
Medal Games
Bronze Medal 3rd classified VS
Gold Medal 1st classified VS
Date

Game
9th Place
7th Place
5th Place

Visitors
10th classified
8th classified
6th classified
4th classified
2nd classified

10-TEAM FORMAT
The 10 teams are divided into two groups of 5, taking into account the results achieved in previous years in
order to have as balanced grouping as possible.
Group A
1
2
3
4
5

Group B

a
b
c
d
e

1
2
3
4
5

f
g
h
i
j

First Round
In the first phase, each team will play 4 games in 5 days (round robin) as follows:
(The top 3 teams of each group in 1st round will qualify for the second round, Group C, and the bottom 2 teams
of each group will advance to consolation round, Group D

Group B

Group A
Date

Home
a

Day 1

c

Visitor

f

VS

g

VS

d

h

VS

i

b

VS

e

d

VS

a

VS

c

d

VS

e

Day 6

Day 3

c

VS

b

a

VS

e

Day 4

b

VS

c
d

Day 5

j

i

VS

f
Rest Day

f

VS

h

i

VS

j
Rest Day

h

VS

g

f

VS

j

Day 6

Rest Day

j

VS

g

VS

f

Rest Day
Rest Day

VS

i

Rest Day
VS

g

g

Rest Day

e

Rest Day

h

a

f

Day 2

Rest Day

d
Day 5

j

Rest Day

b
Day 4

Day 1

Visitor

b

c
Day 3

Home

VS

e
Day 2

Date

h
i
Rest Day

Rest Day

Second Round
In the 2nd round each team will play against each team of the other group.
Countries qualified for the 2nd round from Group A will be classified as follows:
1st in Group A = 1, 2nd = 2, 3rd = 3, 4th = 7, 5th = 8
Countries qualified for the 2nd round from Group B will be classified as follows:
1st in Group B = 4, 2nd = 5, 3rd = 6, 4th = 9 5th = 10
Group C
Date

Day 7

Day 8

Day 9

Group D

Home

Visitor

1

VS

6

2

VS

5

3

VS

4

6

VS

3

5

VS

1

4

VS

2

2

VS

6

3

VS

5

1

VS

4

Date

Home

Day 7

Day 8

Visitor

10

VS

7

9

VS

8

8

VS

10

7

VS

9

Day 9

Rest Day

Establishing home and visitor teams in 2nd round/Group C shall be done by the drawing of lots if the standings
of the preliminary rounds are equal (ex: 1st of Group A vs 1st of Group B). However, teams with higher seed in
the preliminary rounds should be given home team (ex: 1st Group A vs 2nd Group B, then 1st Group A will be
home team).
For Final Round, teams with higher seed will be given home team and in case of a tie, WBSC BD tie breaker
rules will be applied.

Final Round
Rankings for the Final Round will be determined based upon the records of 3 games played in 2 nd round and 2
games of the first round played between 3 teams that advance to the 2 nd round. Same rule for Group D.
Ex: A, B, C qualified for 2nd round and D and E eliminated after the first round and go to Group D (consolation
round).
For team A, the records of A vs B, A vs C as well as 3 games of 2nd round will be considered.
Top 2 teams will play the gold medal game
3rd and 4th place teams move to Bronze medal game
5th and 6th place teams will play for 5th place.
7th and 8th place teams will play for 7th place.
9th and 10th place teams will play for 9th place.

Finals
Home
9th classified VS
7th classified VS
5th classified VS
Day 10
Medal Games
Bronze Medal 3rd classified VS
Gold Medal 1st classified VS
Date

Game
9th Place
7th Place
5th Place

Visitors
10th classified
8th classified
6th classified
4th classified
2nd classified

9-TEAM FORMAT
The 9 teams are placed in a group of 9, taking into account the results achieved in previous years in order to
have as balanced grouping as possible.
Group A
1
a
2
b
3
c
4
d
5
e
6
f
7
g
8
h
9
I
First Round
In the first phase, each team will play 8 games in 9 days (round robin) as follows:
Group A
Date

Day 1

Home

Game

Visitor

A

vs

H

B

vs

C

D

vs

G

E

vs

F

I

Day 2

Rest day

C

vs

A

G

vs

E

H

vs

D

I

vs

B

F

Day 3

Rest day

A

vs

I

B

vs

F

D

vs

C

H

vs

G

E

Day 4

Rest day

C

vs

H

E

vs

B

F

vs

A

I

vs

D

G

Day 5

Rest day

A

vs

E

C

vs

G

D

vs

F

H

vs

I

B

Rest day

Day 6

E

vs

D

F

vs

H

G

vs

B

I

vs

C

A

Day 7

Rest day

A

vs

B

C

vs

F

H

vs

E

I

vs

G

D

Day 8

Rest day

A

vs

G

B

vs

D

E

vs

C

F

vs

I

H

Day 9

Rest day

D

vs

A

G

vs

F

H

vs

B

I

vs

C

E
Rest day

Day 10

Rest day

Final Round
Top 2 teams will play the gold medal game
3rd and 4th place teams move to Bronze medal game
5th and 6th place teams will play for 5th place.
7th and 8th place teams will play for 7th place.

Finals
Date

Game

Home

7th Place

7th classified

vs

8th classified

5th Place

5th classified

vs

6th classified

Day 11

Visitors

Medal Games
Bronze Medal

3rd classified

vs

4th classified

Gold Medal

1st classified

vs

2nd classified

8-TEAM FORMAT
The 8 teams are placed in a group of 8, taking into account the results achieved in previous years in order to
have as balanced grouping as possible.

Group A
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

First Round
In the first phase, each team will play 7 games in 8 days (round robin) as follows:

Group A
Date

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Home

Game

Visitor

A

vs

B

C

vs

D

E

vs

F

G

vs

H

B

vs

F

D

vs

G

H

vs

E

A

vs

C

C

vs

B

F

vs

H

D

vs

A

E

vs

G

Day 4

Day 5

Day 6

Rest day
C

vs

F

A

vs

G

D

vs

E

H

vs

B

D

vs

H

E

vs

C

G

vs

B

F

vs

A

Day 7

Day 8

F

vs

D

B

vs

E

G

vs

C

H

vs

A

H

vs

C

B

vs

D

A

vs

E

G

vs

F

Day 9

Rest day

Final Round
Top 2 teams will play the gold medal game
3rd and 4th place teams move to Bronze medal game
5th and 6th place teams will play for 5th place.
7th and 8th place teams will play for 7th place.

Finals
Date

Game

Home

7th Place

7th classified

vs

8th classified

5th Place

5th classified

vs

6th classified

Day 10

Visitors

Medal Games
Bronze Medal

3rd classified

vs

4th classified

Gold Medal

1st classified

vs

2nd classified
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WBSC BD Baseball Division

1. Introduction
The WBSC BD Production Guidelines have been created to establish the minimum requirements for
television coverage of the various WBSC BD events. WBSC BD has developed these guidelines for the
LOCAL Host Broadcaster in the interest of maximizing television and radio production potential by
presenting a planning and production strategy to meet the established international broadcasting standards
for the games.
Co-ordination and communication between all parties is key, and all issues related to the broadcast must
be addressed properly from the beginning to ensure that the WBSC BD, its agency and the Host
Broadcaster can effectively work together to achieve a successful event.

2. Broadcast Principles
Broadcaster equipment and personnel must not be placed in a manner that could affect the competitor’s
performance or endanger the competitors, officials or spectators. Fixed cameras must not obstruct the
Field of Play.
Broadcasters may not make any approaches for interviews or comments with competitors or coaches
before, during or after events other than at predetermined times in pre-agreed areas.
Broadcast equipment and personnel must not cause any view, obstruction, movement, or confusion that
could affect the work of the officials.
Broadcasters must make all reasonable efforts to ensure that production equipment and personnel do not
obstruct the spectator’s view of the competition.
Broadcasters shall respect the needs of other media (including: press, radio, photographers), and shall
provide appropriate space for their work.
In adopting these principles, the WBSC BD aims to create the best conditions to facilitate the work of all
Broadcasters and Media covering the WBSC BD competitions.

3. Broadcast Right Holders
Qualified world and regional broadcasting organizations (RIGHTS HOLDERS) will be granted the right, by
WBSC BD or its designated agency, to broadcast the live or recorded television signal of the WBSC BD
EVENTS in their territory. Such grant of rights may be exclusive or non-exclusive within the territory of the
RIGHTS HOLDER, as agreed with WBSC BD and its designated agency.
No Television broadcasters, radio stations, video or film companies will be allowed access to footage of
the WBSC BD EVENTS without the prior approval of WBSC BD and its designated agency, nor are
unauthorized broadcasters allowed to broadcast any footage of the WBSC BD EVENTS or competitions in
whole or in part without the WBSC BD’s and its designated partner’s prior consent.

4. Television Broadcasting Rights
The Host Broadcaster shall not enter into any contracts directly or indirectly linked with the sale of television
rights (including contracts related to time keeping, data, Documentary Film, etc.) without the approval of
the WBSC BD and its designated agency. All insertions and/or identifications in the television signals must
be the subject of a special agreement to be approved by the WBSC BD and its designated agency.
All transmissions, including all coverage by terrestrial, satellite, cable and closed circuit television, internet,
broadband, mobile wireless, video, radio and film on a live or delayed basis, whether broadcast complete
or in part, and future technical broadcast innovations come under these terms including and without
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imitation digital, high definition, widescreen, DVD, 3D, virtual animated graphics with video computer,
internet and any other forms of multimedia formats.

5. Host Broadcaster
The Host Broadcaster is the organization that has the responsibility of producing the International
Television and Radio Signals (ITVRS), or Basic Feeds, and for providing RIGHTS HOLDERS with the
facilities and services necessary for the broadcasting of the WBSC BD EVENTS.
The Host Broadcaster is responsible for producing a complete, unbiased, fully integrated Basic Feed,
comprising of a smooth and uninterrupted television broadcast of live images, replays, graphics and other
television broadcast techniques, with an international audio feed in stereo.
Areas crucial to the Host Broadcaster and a successful broadcast of the games:


operational coordination with the LOC, including division of responsibilities, communication
management, zoning and accreditation management;



interfaces with the graphics providers and in particular with timing and scorer systems;



logistics issues, including, but not limited to transportation, accommodation and accreditation;



technical and operational co-ordination with the telecoms provider;



power supply solutions at the venues;



local staff and volunteer integration and management.

Host Broadcaster is requested to produce a DVD of each game produced and it shall be delivered to WBSC
BD representative onsite soon after the conclusion of the game.

5.1 Broadcast Production Plans
The Host Broadcaster shall prepare full Production Plans. These plans will define the schedules, standards
and formats, cameras and placement, replay configurations, and full production and technical crew lists.
The main elements of the Production Plan:


Basic Feed (and Integrated Feed, if applicable)



Multilateral Camera Placement



Standards and Format



On-screen Graphics / Data & Timing



Opening Sequences and Replays



Transmission Procedures (Running order)



City Beauty Shots

5.2 International Television and Radio Signals (ITVRS)
The International Television and Radio Signals (ITVRS), or Basic Feeds, are the signals in "pictures and
sound" to be produced by the Host Broadcaster consisting of a live television picture in conformity with the
relevant International Telecommunication Union (ITU) specifications and the necessary related sound and
effects.
The Basic Feed shall include:


International television and audio signals,



English commentary,



Titling,



Timing and results,



Replays,
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Start numbers,



Start lists,



Name of competitors.

The Host Broadcaster will be responsible, at its own expense, for the procurement, installation and
operation of television and radio equipment as well as for providing the necessary broadcast circuit to carry
the Basic Feed signals.
The Host Broadcaster shall ensure that equipment used in the production of the Basic Feed will not carry
any form of commercial advertising or message, without the prior approval of WBSC BD and its designated
agency.

6. Broadcast Standard
With High Definition Television (HDTV) standards now operational worldwide, WBSC BD will request the
Host Broadcaster to produce and distribute all WBSC BD EVENTS in the HDTV standard (HD-SDI 1080i /
50).
The Host Broadcaster will provide 4:3 protect on all coverage, including 4:3 “safe” graphics output.
The International Radio Signal to be produced by the Host Broadcaster shall consist of a general
background sound signal (stereo international sound), which shall be delivered independent of the
international Television Sound signal. It shall begin at least 30 minutes before the event and end not less
than 30 minutes after.

7. Production specification (5 or 7 cameras)
7.1 Basic Specifications


OB Unit with support unit



5 or 7 x broadcast cameras



1 or 2 x 70:1 lenses



1 or 2 x 55:1 lenses



3 x Standard Lenses



1 or 2 x 6 channel EVS



2 x HD CAM recorders (clean and dirty main record)



1 x English language (or other) commentary position



1 x graphics package: design and on-screen GFX



Graphics in English unless specified otherwise

7.2 Technical Crew


Vision Mixer



Unit Manager



Vision Supervisor



1 x Vision Engineers



Sound Supervisor



Sound Assistant



5 or 7 x Camera Operators



1 x Rigger / Drivers



2 x Rigger / Tech Ops



1 x EVS Operator



Graphics Operator
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7.3 Production Crew


Director



Producer



Assistant Producer



Production Manager



Additional Services

WBSC BD would also request process on the following Additional Services:
Coordination Services:


International TV Coordination



Venue Management

Broadcast Services:


Uplink / SNG



Satellite Space



Live-stand up’s



Tape play-out’s

Unilateral facilities for TV stations


Commentary positions



ENG crews



Editing facilities

Post Production Services


Highlights daily package
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WBSC BD EVENT - EXPENSES BY CATEGORY
€

A GENERAL EXPENSES
1 General Office Expenses

0,00

2 Labor and Advisory

0,00

3 Special Projects

0,00

4 Mobile Phones

0,00

5 Facilities improvement

0,00

6 Insurance

0,00
0,00
€

B ACCOMMODATION
1 Teams

0,00

2 Team Liasons

0,00

3 Umpires

0,00

4 Scorers

0,00

5 Technical Commissioners

0,00

6 Umpire Commissioners

0,00

7 Scorer Director

0,00

8 Anti-Doping Manager

0,00

9 WBSC BD Press/Web Staff

0,00

10 Staff and Volunteers

0,00

11 WBSC BD Guests and VIP

0,00
0,00
€

C TRANSPORTATION
1 Teams

0,00

2 Umpires/Technical Commissioners

0,00

3 Scorers

0,00

4 Umpire Commissioners

0,00

5 Staff and Volunteers

0,00

6 WBSC BD Guests and VIP

0,00
0,00
€

D MARKETING
1 Advertising

0,00

2 Promotions

0,00

3 Other Marketing Expenses

0,00
0,00
Total
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WBSC BD EVENT - GENERAL EXPENSES
Item
A
1

#

days

€ x unit

General Office Expenses
Monthly Expenses

€ subtotal

€ total

0,00
0,00

B
1

Labor and Advisory
Labor and Advisory
0,00

C
1

Special Projects
Single Project Cost

0,00
0,00

D
1
2
3
4

Mobile Phones
Commissioners' Phones 1st Round
Rechargeable SIM Cards
Scorers' Phones 1st Round
Rechargeable SIM Cards

0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00

5

Umpire Commissioners' Phones 1st Round

0,00

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Rechargeable SIM Cards
Teams Liasons' Phones 1st Round
Rechargeable SIM Cards
Officials Coordinator's Phone 1st Round
Rechargeable SIM Card
WBSC BD President Phone 1st Round
Rechargeable SIM Card
WBSC BD Secretary General's Phone 1st
Round
Rechargeable SIM Card
TC Chair Phone 1st Round
Rechargeable SIM Card
Staff Phones 1st Round
Rechargeable SIM Cards
Technical Commissioners' Phones 2nd
Round
Rechargeable SIM Cards
Scorers' Phones 2nd Round
Rechargeable SIM Cards
Umpire Commissioners's Phones 2nd
Round
Rechargeable SIM Cards
Teams Liasons' Phones 2nd Round
Rechargeable SIM Card
Officials Coordinator's Phone 2nd Round
Rechargeable SIM Cards
WBSC BD President Phone 2nd Round
Rechargeable SIM Card
WBSC BD Secretary General's Phone 2nd
Round
Rechargeable SIM Card
TC Commission Chair 2nd Round
Rechargeable SIM Card
Staff Phones 1 Round
Rechargeable SIM Card

0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00

E
1

Facilities Improvement
Field

F
1

Insurance
Various

0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
Subtotal
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WBSC BD EVENT - ACCOMMODATION 1ST ROUND
Item
A1

#

days € x unit

€ subtotal

WBSC BD EVENT - ACCOMMODATION 2ND ROUND
€ total

Item

Team Hotel A

A4

1

Half Board 4 Teams (29 members ea.) 12
Double Rooms

2

Half Board 4 Teams (29 members ea.) 5
Single Rooms

0,00

3

Post Game Meal

0,00

4

Laundry (5 pieces x person x day)

0,00

0,00

0,00

#

days € x unit

€ subtotal

1

Half Board 8 Teams (29 members ea.) 12
Double Rooms

0,00

2

Half Board 4 Teams (29 members ea.) 5
Single Rooms

0,00

3

Post Game Meal

0,00

4

Laundry (5 pieces x person x day)

0,00

0,00

B1

Team Liasons Hotel A

B4

1

Half Board 20 people (4 Liasons + 1 Team Bus
Driver for ea. Team) 4 Double Rooms + 4
Single Rooms

0,00

3

Post-game Meal

0,00

4

Laundry (5 pieces x person x day)

0,00

0,00
C1

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

Team Liasons Hotel 1

1

Half Board 40 people (4 Liasons + 1 Team Bus
Driver for ea. Team) 4 Double Rooms + 16
Double Rooms

0,00

2

Half Board 40 people (4 Liasons + 1 Team Bus
Driver for ea. Team) 4 Double Rooms 8
Single Rooms

0,00

3

Post-game Meal

0,00

4

Laundry (5 pieces x person x day)

0,00

Staff and Volunteers Hotel A

1

Full Room & Board Teams Coordinator - 1
Single Room

3

Half Board Media Relations Office - Half Board
4 people - 4 Single Rooms

4

Full Board LOC Secretarial Staff - 2 persons 1
Double Room

5

Full Board LOC Secretarial Volunteers - 2
persons 1 Double Room

6

Full Board Laundry Volunteers - 2 persons 1
Double Room

7

€ total

Team Hotel 1

Laundry (5 pieces x person x day)

0,00

C4

Staff and Volunteers Hotel 1

1

Full Room & Board Teams Coordinator - 1
Single Room

0,00

0,00

3

Half Board Media Relations Office - Half Board
4 people - 4 Single Rooms

0,00

0,00

4

Full Board LOC Secretarial Staff - 2 persons 1
Double Room

0,00

5

Full Board LOC Secretarial Volunteers - 2
persons 1 Double Room

0,00

6

Full Board Laundry Volunteers - 2 persons 1
Double Room

0,00

7

Laundry (5 pieces x person x day)

0,00

0,00

0,00
0,00

0,00

0,00
A2

1
2
3
4

Team Hotel B
Half Board 2 Teams (29 members ea.) 12
Double Rooms
Half Board 2 Teams (29 members ea.) 5
Single Rooms
Post-Game Meal
Laundry (5 pieces x person x day)

Umpires Hotel 2

0,00

D2

0,00

1

Half Board for 16 people - 16 Single Rooms

0,00 Half Board for 16 people - 16 Single Rooms

0,00
0,00

2
3

Post-Game Meal
Fee (25 USD per game)

0,00
0,00

4

Laundry (5 pieces x person x day)

0,00

0,00

0,00
B2

Team Liasons Hotel B

Half Board 8
International
Scorers 8 Single
Rooms

1

Half Board 10 people (4 Liasons + 1 Team Bus
Driver for ea. Team) 2 Double Rooms

0,00

E2

2

Half Board 10 people (4 Liasons + 1 Team Bus
Driver for ea. Team) 2 Single Rooms

0,00

1

Half Board 8 International Scorers 8 Single
Rooms

0,00

3

Post-Game Meal

0,00

2

Reimbursement Local Scorers - 4 people

0,00

4

Laundry (5 pieces x person x day)

0,00

3

Post-Game Meal

0,00

4

Fee (25 USD per game)

0,00

0,00
C2

Scorers Hotel 2

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

Staff and Volunteers Hotel B

1

Full Room & Board Teams Coordinator - 1
Single Room

0,00

F2

Technical Commissioners Hotel 2

3

Half Board Media Relations Office - Half Board
4 people - 4 Single Rooms

0,00

1

Half Board 8 persons - 8 Single Rooms

0,00

4

Full Board LOC Secretarial Staff - 2 persons 1
Double Room

0,00

2

Post-Game Meal

0,00

5

Full Board LOC Secretarial Volunteers - 2
persons 1 Double Room

0,00

6

Full Board Laundry Volunteers - 2 persons 1
Double Room

0,00

7

Laundry (5 pieces x person x day)

0,00

G2

0,00

A3

0,00

Umpire Commissioners Hotel 2

1

Half Board 2 persons - 2 Single Rooms

0,00

2

Post-Game Meal

0,00

Teams Hotel C

1

Half Board 2 Teams (29 members ea.) 12
Double Rooms

0,00

2

Half Board 2 Teams (29 members ea.) 5
Single Rooms

0,00

H2

3

Post-Game Meal

0,00

1

4

Laundry (5 pieces x person x day)

0,00

Scorer Director Hotel 2
Full Board 1 person - 1 Single Room

0,00

0,00

B3

Team Liasons Hotel C

1

Half Board 10 people (4 Liasons + 1 Team Bus
Driver for ea. Team) 2 Double Rooms

0,00

2

Half Board 10 people (4 Liasons + 1 Team Bus
Driver for ea. Team) 2 Single Rooms

0,00

3
4

Post-Game Meal
Laundry (5 pieces x person x day)

0,00
0,00

I2

Antidoping Manager Hotel 2

1

Full Board 1 person - 1 Single Room

L2

IBAF media/web Hotel 2

1

Full Board 1 person - 2 Single Rooms

0,00
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C3

1

Staff and Volunteers Hotel C

M2

Full Room & Board Teams Coordinator - 1
Single Room
Half Board Media Relations Office - Half Board
4 people - 4 Single Rooms
Full Board LOC Secretarial Staff - 2 persons 1
Double Room
Full Board LOC Secretarial Volunteers - 2
persons 1 Double Room

0,00

1

0,00

2

0,00

3

0,00

4

6

Full Board Laundry Volunteers - 2 persons 1
Double Room

0,00

5

7

Laundry (5 pieces x person x day)

0,00

3
4
5

Staff Hotel 2
Full Board LOC Secretarial Staff - 2 persons 2
Single Rooms
Full Board Officials Coordinator - 1 Single
Room
Half Board Media Relations Office - Half Board
4 people - 4 Single Rooms
Full Board LOC Secretarial Volunteers - 2
persons 1 Double Room
Full Board Cars and Minivan Drivers for D1,
E1, F1, G1, H1, I1, N1 Officers - 17 people 9
Double Rooms

0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00
N2
D1

Umpires Hotel D

1

1

Half Board for 16 people - 16 Single Rooms

0,00

2

2

Post-Game Meal

0,00

3

3
4

Fee (25 USD per game)
Laundry (5 pieces x person x day)

0,00
0,00

4

WBSC BD Guests and VIPs Hotel 3
Full Board WBSC BD President - 1 suite
Full Board WBSC BD Secretary General - 1
suite
Full Board Technical Commission Chair - 1
Double Room
Various Meals

0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00

0,00
E1

Scorers Hotel D

2
3
4

Half Board 8 International Scorers 8 Single
Rooms
Reimbursement Local Scorers - 4 people
Post-Game Meal
Fee (25 USD per game)

F1

Technical Commissioners Hotel D

1
2

Half Board 8 persons - 8 Single Rooms
Post-Game Meal

1

Subtotal

0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00

0,00

0,00
0,00

0,00
G1

1
2

Umpire Commissioners Hotel D
Half Board 2 persons - 2 Single Rooms
Post-Game Meal

0,00
0,00

0,00
H1

Scorer Director Hotel D

1

Full Board 1 person - 1 Single Room

I1

Antidoping Manager Hotel D

1

Full Board 1 person - 1 Single Room

L1

WBSC BD media/web Hotel D

1

Full Board 1 person - 2 Single Rooms

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00
M1

1
2
3
4
5

Staff Hotel D
Full Board LOC Secretarial Staff - 2 persons 2
Single Rooms
Full Board Officials Coordinator - 1 Single
Room
Half Board Media Relations Office - Half Board
4 people - 4 Single Rooms
Full Board LOC Secretarial Volunteers - 2
persons 1 Double Room
Full Board Cars and Minivan Drivers for D1,
E1, F1, G1, H1, I1, N1 Officers - 17 people 9
Double Rooms

0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00

0,00
N1

1
2
3
4

WBSC BD Guests and VIPs Hotel 3
Full Board WBSC BD President - 1 suite
Full Board WBSC BD Secretary General - 1
suite
Full Board Technical Commission Chair - 1
DUS
Various Meals

0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00

0,00

Subtotal

Total

0,00

0,00
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WBSC BD EVENT - TRANSPORTATION 1ST ROUND
Item
A1
1

#

days € x unit

€ subtotal

WBSC BD - TRANSPORTATION 2ND ROUND
€ total

Item

Teams

A2

Bus from arrival to departure

0,00

1

#

days € x unit

€ subtotal

€ total

Teams
Bus from arrival to departure

0,00

0,00

0,00
0,00

Teams Transportation Total
B1

Umpires/Technical Commissioners

B2

1

Van from arrival to departure

0,00

2

Fuel

0,00

Umpires/Technical Commissioners

1

Van from arrival to departure

0,00

2

Fuel

0,00

0,00

0,00
0,00

Umpires/TCs Transportation Total
C1
1
2

Scorers

C2

Van from arrival to departure
Fuel

0,00
0,00

1

2

Scorers
Van from arrival to departure
Fuel

0,00
0,00

0,00

0,00
0,00

Scorers Transportation Total
D1
1
2

Umpire Commissioners

D2

Rental cars
Fuel

0,00
0,00

1
2

Umpire Commissioners
Rental cars
Fuel

0,00
0,00

0,00

0,00
0,00

Umpire Commissioners Total
E1

Staff and Volunteers

E2

Staff and Volunteers

1

Team Coordinator Car

0,00

1

Teams Coordinator Car

0,00

2

Fuel

0,00

2

Fuel

0,00

3

Officials Coordinator Car

0,00

3

Officials Coordinator Car

0,00

4

Fuel

0,00

4

Fuel

0,00

5

Media Relations Cars

0,00

5

Media Relations Cars

0,00

6

Fuel
Staff, Secretary
Fuel

0,00
0,00
0,00

6

Fuel
Staff, Secretary
Fuel

0,00
0,00
0,00

7
8

7
8

0,00

0,00
0,00

Staff and Volunteers Total
F1

WBSC BD and VIP

F2

WBSC BD and VIP

1

WBSC BD President car

0,00

1

WBSC BD President car

0,00

2

Fuel

0,00

2

Fuel

0,00

3

WBSC BDSecretary General car

0,00

3

WBSC BD Secretary General car

0,00

4

Fuel

0,00

4

Fuel

0,00

5

Technical Commission Chair car

0,00

5

Technical Commission Chair car

0,00

6

Fuel

0,00

6

Fuel

0,00

0,00

0,00
0,00

IBAF and VIPs Total
Subtotal

Subtotal

0,00

Total

0,00
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WBSC BD EVENT - MARKETING
Item

€ x unit

# days

€ subtotal

€ total

A Advertising
1 Daily Press Advertising
2 Magazine Advertising
3 National Radio
4 Billboard campaign
0,00
B Promotions
1 School Contest
2 Printed Materials
3 Web Contest
4 Out-of-Home Events
0,00
C Other
1 Photographers
2 Signage
3 VIP Area
0,00
0,00

Total

WBSC BD EVENT - COST SUMMARY
GENERAL EXPENSES

0,00

ACCOMMODATIONS

0,00

TRANSPORTATION

0,00

MARKETING

0,00

SUBTOTAL
Contingency (5%)
TOTAL
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WBSC BD EVENT - EXPENSES BY ITEM
Category

1st ROUND

2nd ROUND

General Expenses

0,00

Marketing

0,00

Contingency

0,00

Team Accommodations

0,00

0,00

Team Liasons Accommodations

0,00

0,00

Umpire Accommodations

0,00

0,00

Scorer Accommodations

0,00

0,00

Technical Commissioner Accommodations

0,00

0,00

Umpire Commissioner Accommodations

0,00

0,00

Scorer Director Accommodations

0,00

0,00

Anti-Doping Manager Accommodations

0,00

0,00

WBSC BD Media/Web Accommodations

0,00

0,00

Staff and Volunteer Accommodations

0,00

0,00

WBSC BD Guests and VIP Accommodations

0,00

0,00

Team Transportation (all Teams)

0,00

0,00

Umpire/TC Transportation

0,00

0,00

Scorer Transportation

0,00

0,00

Umpire Commissioner Transportation

0,00

0,00

Staff and Volunteer Transportation

0,00

0,00

WBSC BD Guests and VIP Transportation

0,00

0,00

SUBTOTAL

0,00

0,00

TOTAL
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WBSC BD EVENT - INCOME
Item
A

Contributions

1

Governmental Contributions
Other

2

#

days

€ x unit

€ subtotal

0,00
B

Sponsors and Official Suppliers

1

Official Sponsors
Official Suppliers

2

0,00
C

Institutional Partners

1

A
B

2

0,00
D

Official Media Partners

1
2

Daily Press
Magazines
Radio

3

0,00
E

Local Institutional Partners

1

A

0,00
F

Special Projects

1

Various

0,00
G

TV Rights

1

A

0,00
H

Ticket sales

1
2
3

Gate Receipts
Internet Sales
Retail Ticket Sales
Group Ticket Sales

4

0,00

Total Income
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TEAM HANDBOOK
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<EVENT LOGO>
LOC (country)
Role
President
General Manager
Merchandising
Logistics
Secretariat
Secretariat

Name

Mobile Phone

e-mail

GENERAL ORGANISATION
Role
Coordinator
Attaché coord.
Teams Attaché
Officials Attaché
Media Manager
Marketing Manager
Transport Manager
Hotels Manager
Volunteers Attaché
Ticket Office Manager
Administration Manager

Name

Mobile Phone

e-mail

PRESS OFFICE
Role
Manager

Name

Mobile Phone
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INFORMATION FOR TEAMS
GENERAL INFORMATION
TEAM ATTACHÉ, TEAM MANAGER AND EQUIPMENT MANAGER
A Team Attaché and two Equipment Managers are assigned to every team. They will always remain with the
team, both in the hotels and during transfers. These volunteers and all the organisational staff are recognizable
by their uniform with the writing STAFF.
The Equipment Manager is in charge of transferring game materials of the team from the hotel to the field by
means of a dedicated van and driver.
All material is to be handed over by the team before leaving for the hotel and is to be collected by the team
when arriving at the field and vice versa.
The Team Manager or the Delegation Manager shall refer to the assigned Team Attaché whenever it is
necessary.

ACCREDITATIONS
Access to the stadium is restricted to people provided with accreditations or tickets. Accreditations contain
information on access to specified areas within the stadium and entitlement to specified transportation.
Categories:
IF) WBSC
BLUE
WBSC BD Executive Committee members, staff and three Tournament Directors.
T) Team
GREEN
Players, team personnel, coaches, delegation members entitled to access zones needed for practice, games,
press conference etc. such as playing fields, dressing room, press conference room, mixed zones etc.
L) LOC
RED
Local organizing committee staff volunteers and attaché/interpreters for teams. Entitled to all access zones
necessary to fulfil respective functions. Normally all access should be given.
O) Official
YELLOW
Technical commissioners (TC’s), Umpires, Scorers, Medical staff. Entitled to all access zones for competition
organization such as playing fields, dressing room, spectators stand, etc. TC’s will have access to the
Anti-Doping Station too. A dedicated room should be prepared for TC’s assigned to each game to oversee the
game. There should be a dressing/waiting room for umpires. A room for scorers to score the games with
internet access for online play by play.
V) VIP
PINK
Special Guests, Governments, City authorities. Playing field for first pitch ceremony, hospitality area if any, VIP
room.
G) Guest
PINK
Guests entitled to access the spectators’ stand only.
MP) Media/ Marketing Partner
Sponsors, partners.

ORANGE

RH) TV Rights Holders
BROWN
Media area. Field access for TV production crew and broadcasters. Access to commentary booth if available.
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PR) Press
BLACK
TV) Television
BLACK
RA) Radio
BLACK
Media area. Press conference room for post-game interview, mixed zones, working space for reporters (desk,
chair, Wi-Fi access).
PH) Photographer
BLACK
Media area, press conference room for post-game interview, mixed zones, working space for reporters (desk,
chair, Wi-Fi access).and media tribune for photographers on field (next to 1st and 3rd bases).

Access Zones:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
P.
H.

Playing field
Stands
Media area (media tribune, press conference room, mixed zone, working room (desk, chair, Wi-Fi access).
Officials area (TCs/Umpires/Scorers room)
VIP area
Administration area (WBSC BD/LOC offices).
Doping area (Doping control station) – when present
Parking lot
Hospitality area

Transport:
T1. Team bus
T2. WBSC BD Vehicle
T3. LOC Vehicle
T4. Officials vehicle/minibus
Summary Categories’ Table
Letter
IF
T
L
O
V
G
MP
RH
PR
PH
TV
RA

Colour
Blue
Green
Red
Yellow
Pink
Pink
Orange
Brown
Black
Black
Black
Black

Category
WBSC Staff
Teams
LOC
Official
VIP
Guest
Media/ Marketing Partner
TV Rights Holders
Press
Photographer
Television
Radio

Access Areas
All areas
1, 3
1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 (only chaperon)
1, 2, 3, 4, 6
1, 2, 3, 5, 6
2
1, 2, 3, 5
1, 2, 3
2, 3
2, 3
2, 3
2, 3
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T4
-
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PRE-GAME PRACTICE AND FIELD ENTRY CERIMONY
Games are broadcast on TV or on Internet in Play by Play and must begin exactly at the scheduled time.
Everybody is therefore kindly requested to respect the following pre-game and field entry protocol.
Game start at h. 15.00
h. 12.45
Batting Practice Home Team
h. 13.25
Batting Practice Visitor Team
h. 14.05
Infield Practice Home Team
h. 14.15
Infield Practice Visitor Team
h. 14.25
Maintenance
h. 14.45
Pre-game ceremony
h. 14.55
Pitcher warm-up
h. 15.00
PLAYBALL!

Game start at h. 18.00
h. 15.45
Batting Practice Home Team
h. 16.25
Batting Practice Visitor Team
h. 17.05
Infield Practice Home Team
h. 17.15
Infield Practice Visitor Team
h. 17.25
Maintenance
h. 17.45
Pre-game ceremony
h. 17.55
Pitcher warm-up
h. 18.00
PLAYBALL!

Game start at h. 19.00
h. 16.45
Batting Practice Home Team
h. 17.25
Batting Practice Visitor Team
h. 18.05
Infield Practice Home Team
h. 18.15
Infield Practice Visitor Team
h. 18.25
Maintenance
h. 18.45
Pre-game ceremony
h. 18.55
Pitcher warm-up
h. 19.00
PLAYBALL!

Game start at h. 20.00
h. 17.45
Batting Practice Home Team
h. 18.25
Batting Practice Visitor Team
h. 19.05
Infield Practice Home Team
h. 19.15
Infield Practice Visitor Team
h. 19.25
Maintenance
h. 19.45
Pre-game ceremony
h. 19.55
Pitcher warm-up
h. 20.00
PLAYBALL!

The speaker will call the teams to the field before the beginning of the game. The visiting team will be called
first (in the first place the managers and the coaches, then the line-up players called by name, the pitcher in the
bullpen, Eventually the rest of the whole roster will be invited out of the dugout). Afterwards the home team will
be called out. The athletes have to enter the field running and they have to line up along the foul line.
Then umpires are called by name, and their position and nationality are also announced.
The national anthem of the teams playing the game are then played, firstly the national anthem of the visiting
team, then the one of the home team.
In the Event of an Authority throwing the first ball, this first throw will be carried out after the line-up exchange
between the two teams.
The Authority will throw the ball standing in front of the centre of the diamond and with the catcher behind the
home plate. The catcher will approach this person and will hand him the thrown ball, as a memento.

OFFICIAL CEREMONIES
General description of opening and closing ceremonies.

INSURANCE
Medical service and accident insurance coverage will be provided to all team delegations.
insurance starts from the moment of arrival in Italy and ends at the moment of departure.

Validity of

LOC OFFICE
A LOC Office with Secretariat staff is located in ......
Moreover, the following number to call in case of emergency will be constantly active: .........

OFFICIAL COMMUNICATIONS
All communications between teams and LOC or between teams and Officials will take place exclusively by
e-mail, in order to respect nature and the environment.
Therefore, a team lounge reserved for the members of the delegations and provided with a PC- position and a
printer, is to be found in every hotel where teams are accommodated.
Every team, which has its own e-mail address, can check its e-mail box, the communications addressed to the
team, view daily bulletins with all the competition results and the statistics drawn up by the Classifiers, at all
times and from every PC-position with access to the Internet.
Only one printed copy of the daily bulletins on recycled paper will be delivered to every delegation.
Add the list of e-mail address for each team.
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GAMES VENUES
Location and dimensions (LF, CF, RF)
(City)
LF CF RF

Ballpark name, address, contact, phone number

ACCOMODATION
(nb.) double rooms, (nb.) double rooms to be used as a single one and (nb.) single rooms, that is,
accommodation for a total of (nb.) people, is reserved for every delegation by LOC ................, as stated in the
WBSC BD rules and regulations. Larger delegations which have requested an additional number of rooms,
within the terms stated by the WBSC BD (date), will have to pay on their arrival at the hotel.
MEALS
Taking into account the competition calendar, the LOC provide the meals (American breakfast, a buffet lunch
and dinner, mineral water is included) for each team. A light-meal will also be provided in the stadium before
the game.
LAUNDRY SERVICE
As stated in the WBSC BD rules and regulations, LOC will provide a free of charge laundry service for all
participating teams for a maximum of 5 pieces (Uniform Jersey, Pants, Undershirt, Sliding Short, Socks).
However, this service is only for the game uniforms and no personal clothes shall be included. Any additional
laundry services must be paid directly to the hotel by the person requesting the service.
EXTRA EXPENSES
Any extra expenses, not included in this communication, such as bar, telephone etc., shall be paid directly to
the Hotel.
HOTELS
Location

Hotel

Address

Phone number

Fax number

TRANSPORT DURING THE TOURNAMENT
Each Delegation has at its disposal a GT bus for the athletes. Only the members of the Official Delegation can
travel on this bus. Other people’s access has to be requested and specifically authorized.
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APPENDIX 7

ACCREDITATION SYSTEM
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How to create a credential as LOC, Volunteer or VIP.
Go to https://my.wbsc.org/
Contact WBSC Office for all details and access credentials.
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APPENDIX 8

GREEN EVENT
BEST ENVIRONMENTAL PRACTICES
CATALOGUE
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since 1995, the year in which the International Olympic Committee established Sport and Environment
Commission, the IOC explicitly has recommended the institution of Sport and Environment Commissions
within the International Federations and the National Olympic Committees in order to develop best
environmental practices in international Events.
In 2007, during the Senior European Baseball Championship—an Olympic qualifying tournament—that was
held in Spain, the Local Organizing Committee worked in coordination with the local institutions to achieve the
ISO 14.001 certification. Similarly, in the 2009 WBSC BD World Baseball Cup, both CEB and WBSC BD
continued upon this initiative: the competition was organized with full attention to the environment, and both
institutions submitted a best environmental practices program for the Event.
With the aim to facilitate the work of the Local Organizing Committees – hereafter LOC, this document has
been produced with a detailed list of actions that can be a useful guide for conducting a best environmental
practices program; these actions start from the establishment of the LOC to its closure. Furthermore, for any
type of consultation, any LOC may contact Mr. Julio Pernas, who has been appointed Chairman of the WBSC
BD Commission. This commission coordinates and oversees the implementation of best practices in WBSC
BD local Events.
Finally, the WBSC BD should inform all National Federations that are to participate in international
competitions that they are urged to collaborate on the project. Furthermore, and in order to standardize the
image of "Green Event", the WBSC BD should provide a specific logo to be included in advertising the Event to
all respective LOCs.

Steps to apply the best environmental practices in international baseball competitions:


approval of the “Green Event” commitment by the National Federation Executive Committee or
Board of Directors;



communicate the federal agreement to the Public Bodies and to the National Olympic Committee;



at the time of constituting the LOC, it is necessary to appoint a manager or coordinator who
manages the best practices and who seeks the maximum cooperation from local institutions. The
LOC should take in consideration the possibility of hiring either some institutional well known expert
or some ecological association;



the LOC shall notify the WBSC BD all the datas of the coordinator of the Green Event (name,
surname, telephone, e-mail);



the Green Event coordinator shall present the action plan as soon as possible, especially in cases
where programs can be more expensive, as to avoid last minutes’ impacts on the budget;

the action plan shall :


identify personnel and guidelines for coordination and definition of all the tasks with all the others
branches of the LOC: central office, transports, venues, communications, etc.



identify all the actions to take;



identify the schedule of the actions;



communicate to all the members of the organization, and later to all the volunteers participating in
the Event too, the federal commitment in the organization of a Green Event and the actions to be
performed;



assess the possibility of a basic level training for the staff and the volunteers of the organization.
This clinic can be given by a specialist in the field;



develop a final report, which should include graphical information and it should be sent to the WBSC
BD and to the NOC (National Olympic Committee).
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2. INTERESTED FIELDS AND ACTIONS
2.1 Green Office
The Green Office includes both the LOC Office and the venues’ offices if existing. The implementation of these
sustainable measures can give the inspiration to be repeated, simultaneously or later, in the offices of the
National Federation or of the clubs. The Green Office can give added value to the organization. It is strongly
recommended to consult the local institutions. The application will regard:


commitment of the workers of the office/s;



buy only as needed and evaluate the environmental qualities of the product; for example: recycled
paper, energy saving light bulbs, refillable pens and highlighters, metal scissors without plastic
handles;



minimize paper consumption ;



garbage management, containers for the collection and special collection (toners, batteries, etc.);



rental or loan of two-siding printing equipment: printers, photocopiers, etc.



beverage machines: if it is necessary to hire hot drinks machine, it is preferable to choose those
which allow the use of personal glasses; furthermore, if it is necessary to buy coffee, it should be
from fair trade;



minimize and have an efficient water use in toilets and sinks;



minimize and have an efficient energy use: do not let the lights on, do not let appliances on standby
when leaving the office, etc.;



if it is necessary to hire outside services, it must be ensured that the service provider complies with
environmental criteria, for example, transportation for the teams.

2.2 Communication


Print only what is strictly necessary, and for example for editing daily bulletins, print two-sided
copies;



use recycled paper or chlorine-free for all the Event’s advertising material.



Include the WBSC BD Green Event logo in all the advertising material: banners, programs, websites,
etc.



include all the information relating to the Green Event in all the reports and press releases. Media
must be good partners in the broadcast of all the Event’s best practices. Evaluate the possibility of
releasing a specific press conference ;



if a press conference room is needed, use photocopiers and printers in the two-sided print mode;



define the Eco-messages that must be said during the games through the PA system in the venues.
Coordinate with speakers. Basic concepts :

•

encourage public transport or carpooling with friends to go to the field;

•

encourage to throw trash in the bins;



should a dedicated team of volunteers be created, the LOC should identify them as eco – volunteers
and supply the appropriate uniform (e.g., t-shirts);



provide information to all the teams about best environmental practices of the championship during
the Technical / Organization Pre – Tournament Meeting;



the lowest number of reports on paper should be used, as it is strongly recommended to upload
them on the website in order to allow them to be downloaded and edited on CD.

2.3 Transports


For team transport use modern vehicles that emit less greenhouse gases;



for officers and managers entitled to be transported, meet them the first day and inform them that the
LOC shall establish a car-schedule every day to enable them to share the vehicle: car-sharing;



the cars of the organization should use biofuels;



it is recommended that the volunteer drivers are aware of eco – driving (all the information is
downloadable from internet, otherwise can be requested from an automobile club or driver
association in the country).
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2.4 Accommodation
The LOC shall consider hosting officers and teams in hotels that meet legal requirements on the environmental
level or have some type of certification. For example: Ecolabel certification or ISO 14,001.
2.5 Venues


Provide containers for separate collection (in coordination with municipal services);



inform catering services manager to also collaborate on the project; for example: reduce rubbish;



take the opportunity of the organization of the Event in order to train and educate all the venue
maintenance staff about the best environmental practices for their venue; for example: check that
locker rooms lights are switched off after the umpires and the teams are in the field;



minimize water use for field irrigation; for example: irrigation is usually automatically scheduled and
if it rains the program should be interrupted; attach small signs in restrooms suggesting to the public
and the athletes to make an efficient use of the water;



each country establishes its own criteria for night games start time; such games can begin earlier
with the purpose of reducing power consumption.

2.6 Education
The Green Event project coordinator will assess with the other managers of the same Event the need to
perform one or more training sessions with all those who are a part of the organization: office staff, volunteers,
facilities maintenance staff, etc. It is recommended to hold a meeting with all the staff in order to give an
overview of what best environmental practices are.
For added information, an educational session can be organized with a specialized association or consultant.
It is essential that all the volunteers are fully informed about their duties and know how to contact their
immediate supervisor. Furthermore, volunteers should know how to confront a difficult situation.

3. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS
The purpose of this document is to facilitate the job of the LOC and also the person who shall assume the
responsibility for the implementation of best environmental practices during the Event.
Realistic goals should be set; otherwise, frustration may result if all objectives are not achieved. This is an
exciting project because its objective is to help maintain a more livable and sustainable world.
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